ABSTRACT
PICKETT, TYLER EUGENE. Correlating the Perception of Foot Odor and the Amount of
Odorous Chemicals Present in Footwear Materials. (Under the direction of Dr. R. Bryan
Ormond).

Foot odor is capable of determining the lifespan of textiles in the footwear industry. To
combat the problem, industry leaders have begun creating various solutions, such as treatments
and finishes on the shoe’s surfaces and fibers. The recent uptick in antimicrobial and anti-odor
finishes has created the need for odor-relief efficacy assessments. Over the last year, a research
effort has been made to develop such a test. The combination of odor panels, human wear
trials, newly developed air sampling methods, and quantitative chemical analysis have all been
combined to provide a correlation between the odor that a population of subjects has perceived
in human-worn shoes and the detected amounts of key odor compounds sampled from the same
shoes.
Research has suggested that there are key odor compounds responsible for the
perception of foot odor. Three of the major compounds include: acetic acid, propionic acid,
and isovaleric acid. An analytical method using gas chromatography with a flame ionization
detector (GC-FID) was developed to detect and quantify low odor concentrations of the three
major compounds. A closed-system air sampling method was developed for the capture of
acetic, propionic, and isovaleric acids. The intent was to create an easy-to-use, non-destructive,
affordable method for repeatable use on shoes over a long period of time. The targeted odor
compounds were caught by an open silica-gel sorbent bed and extracted by an acetone solvent.

The extract was analyzed by the established analytical method to provide quantities of odor
present in tested samples.
An odor panel was conducted on a small population to assess how these three chemicals
would be perceived over various concentration increases. Odor thresholds and odor intensity
differentiation factors were established for isovaleric and propionic acid.
A separate odor panel was conducted in collaboration with a human wear trial to provide both
subjective and objective data for correlation purposes regarding tested footwear. The trial was
conducted using an untreated commercially available shoe and both treated and untreated
versions of a prototype shoe developed by an undisclosed industry leader. The associated odor
panel provided end-user feedback and data disclosing perceived odor. The developed air
sampling method captured a relative proportion of the odor smelled by subjects in the odor
panel. The instrumental analysis then provided quantities of the captured odor, which were
used in correlation to the odor scores provided by subjects.
The analytical and air sampling methods have been shown to be sufficient. The odor
panel gave great insight into the human responses provoked by key odor compounds. The air
sampling method, analytical method, and standardized odor panel techniques may all be used
together during a wear trial to provide subjective and objective data which can be correlated to
relatively quantify odor perception by a specific population. By establishing this correlation, it
may be possible to determine the efficacy of an anti-odor or antimicrobial treatment.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 Purpose
All human beings have experienced the smell of foot odor at some point in their lives.
The problem of chronic or intense foot odor is often associated with footwear, and the fact that
shoes provide an optimal environment for the growth of bacteria and therefore the production
of unpleasant odors. Advancements in footwear technology have made shoes that are built to
last and endure prolonged use. Footwear of any kind may have the stamina and ability to
maintain great functionality, yet shoes are often thrown away due to their accumulation of
odors. Ultimately, intense and long-lasting malodor can be one of the factors that determine
the lifespan of one’s shoes.
Because foot odor is considered a social taboo in most cultures and can limit the
lifespan of consumer products, the footwear industry has begun to make strides in creating
odor-combating technologies for shoes. These products range in functionality from being
applied to the shoe, such as anti-odor sprays, to being built into shoe materials, such as
threading treated with antimicrobial treatments. With a drastic increase in odor combating
technology for footwear in recent years, there is a need for accurate measurement
methodologies to fully assess the efficiencies of anti-odor and antimicrobial products.
However, it has been rather difficult to measure and correlate odor both objectively and
subjectively. Current methodologies can provide some insight to how well anti-odor and
antimicrobial technology works, but they have their limitations.
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The purpose of this research effort was to expand on these existing methods, using
them as stepping stones, to create a more efficient way of assessing the presence of odor in
footwear. The new method was intended to better quantify the amount of odor present in
footwear and compare it to the change in the perception of odors amongst odor-combating
technologies. With this new method, it may be possible to monitor changes in odiferous
compound concentrations in footwear products without the constant reconvening of odor
panels. With success, the new methodology can provide the textile industry with a quicker way
of screening the efficacy of antimicrobial and anti-odor finishes.
1.2 Research Objectives
The research objectives for this project include:
1) To create and validate air sampling methods for odor-causing compounds
2) To create an analytical method using available instrumentation and analytical techniques for
the detection of selected odor compounds
3) To quantify the odor compounds present in a given footwear sample
4) To use determined quantities in conjunction with sensory test methodologies to associate
the change in odor perception to changes in odor quantities
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Chapter 2. Literature Review and Background
2.1 Introduction to Foot Odor
Odor in footwear has existed for hundreds of years, yet the study and prevention of foot
odor has just recently gained major traction in the footwear industry. Studies of the causes of
foot odor compounds have been performed over the last 30 years, and with these studies have
come improvements in foot care and anti-odor technologies. The main challenge has become
less about determining which compounds are responsible for foot odor and more about how to
measure them accurately in both subjective and objective testing. The ability to measure foot
odor in a subjective-objective correlated measurement should prove useful in expanding
current odor combatant test methodology. To reach the goal of creating this correlated method,
one must first understand the creation of foot odor and the anti-odor technologies which may
be tested in the future.
2.1.1 Overview of Body Odor
The human body is capable of great and wondrous things: creative thought, emotion,
and enormous athletic feats. Yet the human body is also capable of strange and undesirable
things: allergies, infections, and creating unpleasant odors. The common public perception
may be that the unpleasant scent given off by our bodies is all the same. However, this is not
the case at all. There are many different body odors which humans produce. Many of them are
unpleasant, but where they come from, how they’re produced, and how they are perceived by
others is what makes body odors much different from one another. In a broad spectrum, one
could say there are four major, unpleasant odors produced by the human body: Perpetually bad
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breath (Halitosis), body odors particularly in the axillary region or arm pits (Bromhidrosis),
foot odor (Bromodosis), and gastric-related odors (Flatulence). These four major odor types
are all produced in different areas of the body, but what is not so evident is that they all do not
necessarily come from the same bacteria, nor are they made up from the same odorous
compounds, or even produced in the same fashion. Figure 1Error! Reference source not
found. provides a visual of the main odor compounds responsible for the various types of odors
created on different parts of the human body. However, the main focus of this research effort
will keep the spotlight on foot odor.

Figure 1. Odors of the Body [1]
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2.1.1.1 Bromodosis
Bromodosis, or strong foot odor, is created through a mixture of exocrine gland
secretions and bacterial activity on the feet, similar to axillary malodor (odor found in the
armpits). Though feet may lack the same amount of hair as armpits, they do not lack the sweat
glands necessary to secrete key lipids and proteins for skin flora to convert into odor-causing
compounds. A human’s foot has over 250,000 sweat glands and can produce up to almost a
half-pint of sweat per day [2]. Such an amount of sweat and lipid-protein excretion mixed with
increased skin flora populations on the foot is a fantastic recipe for an unpleasant odor
originating on the feet.
2.1.2 Cause of Foot Odor
Foot odor is caused by gram positive microbial metabolism. Flora on the surface of the
foot’s skin is capable of breaking down a lipid and protein filled fluid secreted on the skin by
exocrine glands, particularly sebaceous and apocrine glands. The lipids and proteins present in
this secreted fluid are broken down by microbial enzymes called lipases and proteases. These
enzymes break the lipids and proteins down into smaller molecules such as amino acids and
short-chain free fatty acids. Particular amino acids and short-chain fatty acids are ultimately
volatilized in air due to their chemical nature. These volatile organic compounds eventually
reach receptors in our noses, and are perceived as unpleasant odorants.
Though foot odor is caused by microbial metabolism, the problem is exacerbated by
the environment in which house feet quite often, our shoes. Footwear, particularly closed-toed
shoes, creates an environment that allows plantar flora to flourish. If bacteria responsible for
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foot odor are allowed to flourish, then it should be expected to perceive an increase in the
amount of odor present on the feet and within one’s shoes.
2.1.2.1 Breakdown of Foot Odor and the Bacteria Responsible
According to studies by Marshall et al., an association between high population
densities of staphylococci, along with aerobic Coryneform bacteria, and foot odor was made
[3]. They also determined that higher population densities of microbial exo-enzymes, such as
lipases, proteases, and callous degrading enzymes, could be found on feet with stronger foot
odors than those perceived to have weaker foot odors. Separately, Kanda et al. [4] determined
that isomers of specific short-chain fatty acids were key components of foot odor; while
Kobayashi [5] deemed Staphylococcus epidermis a key player in the development of foot odor
compounds. The bacteria responsible for foot odor have been identified, but what exactly are
the odoriferous compounds and how are they made?
According to multiple studies conducted by Amoore [6] and Kanda et al. [7], isovaleric
acid appears to be a key odorant often perceived as plantar malodor. To expand on their studies
and show the general composition of foot odor, Sawano [8] and Ara et al. [9] collected plantar
swabs of healthy individuals and analyzed these samples via gas chromatography methods.
Their independent findings determined foot odor is composed of various free fatty acids (
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Table 2). Of the fatty acids present, propionic, isobutyric, and butyric acids were
deemed contributors to foot odor, while isovaleric acid was the main culprit (Figure 2).
Although they reported that acetic acid accounted for 85.1% of the composition of foot odor,
it is often associated with the scent of sweat rather than a typical foot malodor.
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Table 1. Odiferous Compound & their Properties [10] [11] [12] [13]
Properties

Acetic Acid

Propionic Acid

Isovaleric Acid

Isobutyric Acid

Pungent, vinegar-like

Rancid, cheesy

Sweaty

Sweat-like

(µg/m3 in air)

15-250,000

2.5-60,000

0.17-11

0.72-29,200

Molar Mass (g/mol)

60.05

74.08

102.13

88.1

Boiling Point (°C)

119

141

177

155

Vapor Pressure
(mm Hg at 25°C)

15.7

3.53

0.44

1.81

pKa

4.76

4.87

4.77

4.84

Composition

Odor
Odor Threshold

According to various odor thresholds, the major contributing compounds like isovaleric
acid, isobutyric acid, and propionic acid, can be detected at concentrations as low as 0.17µg/m3,
0.72µg/m3, and 2.5µg/m3respectively [14]. On the other hand, the lowest reported odor
threshold value for acetic acid is 15µg/m3. Comparing odor thresholds to the composition of
foot odor, one should note that isovaleric and isobutyric acids are detected by humans at
considerably lower concentrations, but they are present at much smaller amounts. For example,
isovaleric acid has been reported to make up less than 3% of foot odor composition yet it is
detected by individuals at nearly 1/2000th the concentration of acetic acid [9]. Because of their
pungencies, isovaleric acid and isobutyric acid should be considered the main contributors to
plantar malodor.
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Table 2. Composition of Foot Odor Fatty Acids [9] [8]

Fatty Acid
Acetic Acid
Propionic Acid
Isobutyric Acid
Butyric Acid
Isovaleric Acid
Valeric Acid
Caproic Acid
Caprylic Acid
Capric Acid

Quantity of Fatty Acid (%)
85.1
7.7
1.9
0.8
2.3
0.5
0.4
0.1
1.4

Foot odor is caused by eccrine and sebaceous gland secretions of amino acids such as
alanine and serine, as well as branched amino acids including leucine, valine, and isoleucine
[9] [15]. Alanine and serine are believed to be constitutive amino acids of the moistening factor
of sweat, while the likes of leucine, isoleucine, and valine are responsible for the creation of
foot odor [9] [4]. The branched amino acids are degraded into volatile lower fatty acids by
microflora present on the surface of the skin.
To correlate foot odor with specific bacteria and metabolized amino acids, various
strains of bacteria found on the feet were placed in media containing different amino acids.
The production of isovaleric acid was seen in plates containing strains of the genus Bacillus,
Corynebacterium, and Staphylococcus [9] [8]. Mild foot odor was detected in human sensory
tests with cultures containing Staphylococcus epidermis, Staphylococcus hominis, and
Corynebacterium minutissiumum [6]. Intense foot odor was detected in cultures containing
Staphylococcus aureus, Propionibacterium granulosum, Propionibacterium avidum, and
Bacillus [6] [9]. Strains of the genus Bacillus were detected more frequently in cultures
9

containing strong foot odor and considered to be involved somehow with increasing foot odor
[6] [9] [8].
Branched free fatty acids such as isovaleric acid, are generated by bacteria via
branched-chain amino acid precursors like leucine and valine (Figure 3). Breaking down these
branched-chain amino acids requires the use of dehydrogenase activity on part of the foot
microflora [16] [17]. Essentially, the foot sweats in reaction to environmental stimuli, leading
to secretion of sebum, sweat, and amino acids. The microflora present on the surface of the
foot’s skin eventually finds the secreted amino acids. The amino acids are then broken down
via multiple metabolic processes. Amino acids responsible for foot odor are turned into
branched free fatty acids in an aerobic metabolic process, in which dehydrogenase activity
cleaves the amino acids into the volatile fatty acids [3] [17] [16]. One could say that
dehydrogenase activity may be required by the bacteria for particular odiferous compounds to
be created.

Figure 2. Odor-Causing Amino Acid Precursors [18]
With this in mind, Ara et al [9]. speculated isovaleric acid is present on the skin when
amino acids found in sweat are broken down by foot microflora and measured enzyme activity
of microorganisms on the skin’s surface [9] [5] [4]. Various genus Bacillus species were seen
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to have extremely high leucine dehydrogenase activity [3]. A result such as this correlates to
observing intense foot odor with cultures and subjects containing high levels of genus Bacillus.
According to studies conducted by Ohshima et al. [17], leucine dehydrogenase activity is very
limited amongst varying species but can be seen in species including genera Bacillus and
Corynebacterium. Dehydrogenase activity was rather high especially in genera Bacillus. In
more recent studies by Ara et al. [9], leucine dehydrogenase activity was more common than
originally thought in typical foot skin microflora. According to their results, leucine
dehydrogenase activity was noted in Staphylococcus epidermis, genus Propionibacterium,
Corynebacterium, and Bacteroides [15] [4] [17]. Therefore, the belief that Staphylococcus
epidermis is responsible for the production of isovaleric acid could hold some level of truth.
Staphylococcus epidermis has the ability to metabolize leucine provided by gland secretions
via leucine dehydrogenase activity [15, 17]. Meanwhile, it is believed that Propionibacterium
Acnes is capable of producing small quantities of isovaleric acid, as well as propionic acid, by
breaking down other amino acids [9].

Figure 3. Odor-causing Bacteria [19] [20] [21]
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Marshall et al [3]. found that foot odor intensity depends on two things: 1) the quantities
of enzymes present to degrade the corneal layer of the skin, as well as sweat materials, and
convert them into amino acids, and 2) the quantities of bacteria present that possess the
enzymes necessary to degrade such amino acids into odiferous compounds. It could be
inferred, based on these finding, that the presence of common foot microflora like
Staphylococcus epidermis and Propionibacterium Acnes can be linked to quantities of
isovaleric and propionic acids responsible for the characteristic odor of feet, while the intensity
of the malodor can be increased by larger than average populations of genus Bacillus bacteria.
2.1.2.2 Footwear as an Optimal Environment
Shoes have great potential to become a haven for bacteria responsible for the creation of
key volatile free fatty acid chains discussed in 2.1.2.1. Reasons include, but are not limited to
the following:


Shoes provide dark, damp, and warm environments which promote bacteria growth



Shoes lack the same amount of laundering as other apparel items (e.g. shirts and pants)



Shoes can increase the amount of sweat produced by the human foot



Shoes can limit the amount of sweat allowed to evaporate



Particular materials are capable of holding onto odor-causing bacteria and odiferous
compounds themselves
It is not often that consumers wash their shoes, especially on a regular basis. Even if

footwear end-users washed their shoes one to two times per year, that is nowhere near the
amount of launderings typically performed on shirts, shorts, pants, or socks. Shoes are one of
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the most worn articles of apparel, yet they’re washed the least [22]. The lack of laundering
allows for the rise of foot microflora like genus Staphylococcus, Corynebacterium, and genus
Bacillus, which are known offenders of foot odor production.
Shoes were invented for adding extra protection and insulation to feet; however the
additional materials and insulation used can potentially increase the presence of odor. Although
one may enjoy the comfort of additional layers saving their feet from being shredded by
hazardous terrain, those extra layers can increase the internal temperatures footwear, especially
with increased use and friction inside the shoe (e.g. running). The increased temperatures elicit
a response from the foot’s sweat glands in attempt to cool off the extremity of the leg, but in
doing so, microflora are fed increased amounts of branched-chain amino acids which are
eventually dehydrogenated into free fatty acids that make the foot host to an unpleasant odor.
At the same time, the additional insulation of shoes prevents the rapid evaporation of the sweat
secreted by exocrine glands present on the plantar region. The additional time the sweat
remains on the skin allows for more aerobic metabolism on part of the bacteria present on the
foot, thus causing increased quantities of foot odor compounds.
Additionally, materials often used in the constructing of footwear can play host to the
odor-causing bacteria and the odiferous compounds. Intensified or chronic foot odor may occur
the longer the bacteria or free fatty acids are allowed to persist in the shoe.
Studies suggest chemical composition of textile materials plays a key role in the trap
and release actions of body odors [23] [24] [25] [26] [27]. For example, natural and syntethic
fibers were studied via GC-MS to see how easily volatile organic compounds were released
from said fiber. Natural fibers like wool and silk released higher concentrations of high
13

molecular weight compounds, while other natural fibers released low molecular weight
compounds [23] [28]. According to Yao et al. [23], butyric acid, similar in nature to isovaleric
acid, was absorbed by wool and polyester fibers but not by cotton fibers. Polyester showed
significantly higher adsorption of butyric acid compared to cotton and wool.
Volatile organic odor compounds adsorb to the surface of fibers though a textile-gas
interface. The interface, or bond between the odor compound and fiber, is comprised of van
der Waals forces and electrostatic forces. The combined forces lead to odor compounds being
drawn and bound to the binding sites of the surface of fibers through a process called
physisorption. The physisorption occurrence in cotton and wool seems to be due to the high
dipole compounds being adsorbed due to their polar side chains [29] [30]. Meanwhile,
polyester, with its lower polarity, tends to adsorb lower dipole compounds like butyric and
isovaleric acids [28] [31]. The same interaction would most likely be seen in important
odiferous compounds like propionic acid and isobutyric acid as well.
In a separate study comparing the flourishment of microflora on natural and synthetic
fibers, Teufel et al [24] incubated knitted swatches of 100% polyester, 100% polyamide, 100%
polypropylene, 100% lyocell, and 100% cotton with male and female sweat. In regards to
female sweat, the highest quantities of bacteria were found on polyester and polyamide. The
most prevalent of these bacteria present on the various fiber types included: Staphylococcus,
Enterobacteriaceae, and Corynebacterium [32] [24]. The overall observation made was that
synthetics, including polyamide, polyester, and polypropylene, promoted increased bacterial
growth more so than natural fibers like cotton and lyocell [24] [33].
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2.1.2.3 Advancements in Combating Foot Odor
Since foot odor is considered a social taboo and such a problem for footwear
consumers, innovations in the footwear industry have been geared toward odor elimination.
Textile materials act as both carrier and media for microflora. Although some materials act as
better growth media than others, bacteria are allowed to flourish on textiles because of
microbial adhesion to the fabric or plastic's surface. Various bacteria found on the surface of
apparel are responsible for odor-causing compounds, and worse yet, pathogens which lead to
illness or disease.

2.1.2.3.1 Antimicrobials
Current antimicrobial technologies include: quaternary ammonium salts, chitosan, ,
metal ions, nanostructures, and photocatalytic structures.
Quaternary Ammonium Salts
Containing 12 to 18 carbon atom chains, quaternary ammonium salts carry a positive
charge on their nitrogen atoms. The positive charge is obtained once they have been immersed
in a water solution [34]. The ammonium salts are capable of adsorbing onto phosphates within
the cell walls of bacteria. They latch onto the phosphate by means of ionic interaction with the
positively charged nitrogen [35]. The salt then proceeds to penetrate the cell wall, and attach
to the cytoplasmic membrane. Doing so denatures proteins present in the membrane, leading
to leaking of intracellular components necessary for survival, as seen in Figure 4.
[34]. Quaternary ammonium groups remain intact and maintain their antimicrobial
effects as long as they are attached to the textile material. However, the ammonium salts tend
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to fall short in their antimicrobial efforts due to their slow release mechanism and lackluster
wash durability [36]. The cationic portion of the salt is capable of attaching to phosphate groups
on the surface of the cell membrane. Penetration of the bacteria membrane by the ammonium
salt is eminent and will lead to damaging leakage.

Figure 4. Quaternary Ammonium Salt Antimicrobial Mechanism [37]

Chitosan
Also known as beta-(1, 4)-linked polysaccharide of D-glucosamine, chitosan provides
antimicrobial action by means of charge interaction [38]. When in aqueous acid solutions,
chitosan’s cationic amino groups can interact with the mucosal membranes of the bacteria cell's
surface. The electrostatic interaction changes the cell's permeability functions, halting
intracellular transport and causing the leakage of intracellular components [38]. The bacterium
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is ultimately inhibited or killed. Chitosan is believed to interact with the bacteria's DNA as
well, eventually preventing the synthesis of key proteins [39].
Chitosan is an ideal antimicrobial because it can be a simple addition to currently used
materials. Chitosan has the ability to provide antibacterial effects and good mechanical
properties to commonly used fabrics and fibers, like cotton, after appropriate treatment [38].
Chitosan can be a promising antimicrobial component because of its biocompatibility,
biodegradability, non-toxicity, and versatility. However, it too lacks durability due to weak
bonding forces to textile materials [40] [38].
Metal Ions
Heavy metals can destroy key intracellular proteins within microorganisms at low
concentrations [41]. Metals including copper, zinc, silver, and cobalt are all effective
antimicrobial materials, however, silver is the most commonly used in textiles. Metal ion
antimicrobials perform four major destructive mechanisms: a) Disruption of cell wall
membrane b) Damages bacteria DNA c) Oxidation of key proteins d) Interrupts electron
transport chains.
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Figure 5. Metal Ion Antimicrobial Mechanism [42]

Silver nanoparticles have been applied to the surface of various fabrics, like cotton and
silk, via multiple methods. Some of which include gamma-ray radiation used to coat fibers and
the reduction of silver ions into atoms by gamma-irradiation as they are immobilized on fabrics
[43]. Silver nanoparticles have proven quite effective against genus Staphylococcus and have
been reported to maintain good wash fastness [41]. Aside from yarns and fabrics, silver
nanoparticles are also incorporated into plastics. They are often put with plastic polymers prior
to extrusion processes or prior to nanofiber formation in the electrospinning process [44] [41].
2.1.2.3.2 Adsorbents
While some odor combatants focus on the bacteria responsible for foot odor, others
focus on the odor compounds themselves. Rather than disable the microflora present on the
foot, anti-odor products, like cyclodextrins and zeolites, capture odoriferous chemicals in the
air. Similar in construction, cyclodextrins and zeolites are nanoporous materials used in
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adsorption related applications [45] [46]. Beta-cyclodextrins, molecules consisting of eight
sugars formed into a ring, are formed by an enzymatic conversion of starch. Resembling a
donut in structure, the beta-cyclodextrin traps water molecules [45]. The water molecules
partially dissolve odor compounds eventually trapped by the cyclodextrin, preventing an odor
from ever being perceived by the nose [47].
Zeolites follow in suit with a round, porous structure similar to the beta-cyclodextrin
structure [48]. Some zeolites are naturally made, as they are derived from lava rock. Although
natural zeolites prove useful in various applications, the pore size, structure, and connectivity
of naturally created zeolites can differ greatly from one to the other causing inconsistencies in
their operation [48]. To avoid such an issue, synthetic zeolites are created with specific pore
sizes, shapes, and connectivity which give them the proper framework to adsorb and capture
small molecules like free fatty acids which cause foot odor. Recent research has shown that
zeolites may be attached to cellulosic fibers to create an adsorbent-infused fiber [49].
2.1.2.3.3 Fiber Types
The textile's ability to retain and release malodors is related to the microflora's
metabolic versatility, as well as the morphology of the textile's fibers and their ability to adsorb
odor-causing fatty acids. The type of fiber used in a product may have stronger influence on
the intensity of odor than the structure of the fibers [26]. For example, the use of cotton fibers
plays a bigger role in odor intensity than whether or not the cotton was a ribbed knit structure.
However, one should keep in mind that the overall structure of the product as a whole could
have the most drastic effect on odor when compared to fiber types and fiber structure.
McQueen et al. [26] [50] compared the retention and release of body odor components by
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polyester, cotton, and wool. Ultimately they found that the synthetic fiber emanated the odor
more so than the natural fibers.
According to McQueen et al [50], high intensity odor was perceived from polyester
fibers, while less intense odor was perceived from wool and cotton. The reason is possibly due
to the olephilic nature of polyester. It readily attracts oily soils, such as long-chain fatty acid
odor precursors, to its surface. Meanwhile wool and cotton maintain a hygroscopic nature
which may retain less nonpolar oily soils on the fibers’ surface [50] [51] [52]. If oily soils,
such as odiferous precursors, are present on a fiber’s surface, they are more likely to be broken
down by odor-causing bacteria [50] [51] [52]. However, if those same odiferous precursors are
absorbed into the wool or cotton fibers, the larger odor-causing bacteria cannot penetrate said
fibers to create odiferous volatile compounds [50]. An example of bacteria awaiting the
presence of odor precursors on the surface of polyester may be seen in Figure 6.
The rate of sorption of carboxylic acids into wool fibers has been observed to increase
as relative humidity increases [50] [53]. It should be noted that sweat moisture has a
plasticizing-like effect on wool fibers; the same can be said for cotton fibers as well [54]. When
dampened by moisture, the morphology of the fiber will change to a softer state, allowing
greater wicking of sweat. Also, the makeup of cotton and wool polymer chains provides a
plethora of binding sites for polar short-chain fatty acids to adsorb to the fibers.
Fibers, particularly synthetics, have a glass transition temperature (Tg). The Tg is the
temperature at which the polymer chains of the fiber can either transition to a glassy state or
rubbery state [55]. If chains are heated above the Tg, they will transition to a rubbery state,
thus making the fiber as a whole softer and more nimble. If the chains are cooled below the
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Tg, the fiber as a whole will move in the direction of the glassy state, becoming more brittle
and rigid [56].
Polyester has a rather high Tg so it maintains a hard, glassy state despite its exposure
to increased body heat and humidity provided by sweat moisture [57]. Atmospheric moisture
(humidity) can affect the Tg of fibers. Increased humidity can allow for more moisture to be
absorbed by fibers, decreasing the Tg [58]. One study in particular [59], looked at the effects
of moisture in polyurethanes, finding that absorbed water in the fibers acts as a plasticizer by
taking up hydrogen binding sites between interchain groups. The plasticizing effect created by
hydrogen bonds ultimately decreased the Tg of the fibers [59].
Although moisture can affect the Tg of fibers, the amount typically present from
sweating does not appear to be enough to significantly lower the Tg of polyester. Therefore,
the rate of sorption of carboxylic acids into the polyester fibers is slowed dramatically
compared to natural fibers [57]. With less sorption comes the increased chance of the
carboxylic acids, such as isovaleric acid, to be released into the air rather than captured. Lower
odor concentrations are perceived with the use of natural fibers because they tend to have high
adsorption rates of carboxylic acids and retain them for longer periods of time with a large
number of available binding sites on the polymer chain [50] [26]. Absorption and retention
means less odor is allowed to roam free to be smelled.
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Figure 6. Propionibacterium Aeruginoa Present on Polyester Fibers [60]

Alternatively, from sorption theory, odor-causing bacteria thrive in warm, wet
conditions. The polyester induces increased body temperatures and sweat rates much faster
than wool, cotton, or polyester-natural fiber blends [24] [61]; whereas wool and cotton can
reduce humidity by their natural wicking action [62]. The use of natural fiber blends can
potentially prevent an optimal environment for bacteria production, ultimately hindering the
creation of odiferous compounds [50] [26].
2.1.2.3.4 Shoe Structure
Regardless of materials used in the construction of shoes, the structure of the product
can assist in odor relief. Shoes with increased ventilation and openness are more likely to
decrease heat buildup in the shoe and allow for sweat to evaporate. Decreasing the amount of
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heat and sweat secreted by the foot may inhibit some bacteria growth by lowering humidity
levels in the footwear. Again, bacteria thrive in a warm, damp environment. Therefore,
increased ventilation, particularly in athletic footwear, could help combat foot malodor.

2.2 Overview of Current Odor Assessment Methods
Footwear technology to combat foot malodor has come a long way, but how does one
assess their efficiencies? Grasping an understanding of foot odor production and the
advancements in odor combatant technology, one can move forward to investigate the current
odor assessment methods. An understanding of current odor assessment methodologies will
form a solid base for the expansion of these methods in a subjective-objective correlation
assessment. There are currently two major methods to assess the efficacy of antimicrobial and
anti-odor finishes: microbial testing and odor panel assessment. While microbial testing
provides objective quantities of microflora, odor panels provide both objective and subjective
perspective of a given population. Both methods are extremely important when assessing odor
combatant technology.
2.2.1 Microbial Testing
Microbial assessment of a given sample can show the presence of specific microflora
which may or may not play a key role in foot odor production. Having an idea of the amount
of bacteria present in a sample could give evidence supporting the efficacy of an antimicrobial
treatment. For example, it is known that Staphylococcus epidermis is responsible for the
production of isovaleric acid, the major odor contributor on feet [3] [9] [63]. Low quantities of
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Staphylococcus epidermis in microbial test could prove an antimicrobial treatment to be
efficient. The overall idea behind the use of antimicrobials is that a lack of specific bacteria
may be correlated to the lack of a specific odor. In the case of the aforementioned example,
less Staphylococcus epidermis in a shoe sample would ideally correlate to less production of
isovaleric acid.
Microbial testing of odor compounds is considered an objective assessment because it
involves solely factual, quantifiable data. Either there is or is not a certain amount of bacteria
present. There is no external input from emotion or memory from one’s psyche as seen in some
odor panel assessment methods. Data involving the quantities of bacteria present in a given
sample could potentially be correlated to analytical data regarding the quantities of odor
compounds in the same sample. Thus, there is the possibility for the development of a study in
which types and quantities of bacteria found in a sample are associated to some degree with a
known concentration of volatile organic compounds.
2.2.1.1 Process
When ideal growth situations (e.g. moderate climates containing warm, wet conditions)
are provided, microbes multiply at extreme rates which can lead to increased odor generation,
loss of textile performance, and overall discomfort. Because of these issues, there is currently
interest in creating odor-combatant technologies for textiles. As previously mentioned, fabrics
can possess induced antimicrobial properties which offer more cleanliness and odor protection.
With recent strides in hygienic textile capabilities, antimicrobial fabrics are being used in
clothing, domestic textiles, medical textiles, and footwear. As antimicrobial use in textiles and
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the diversity of technologies increases, advances in methods for testing antimicrobial efficacy
will be needed.
Microbial testing can assess both antimicrobial and biocidal textile finishes.
Antimicrobials require only the inhibition of further bacteria growth while biocides require a
decrease in bacteria populations [64]. The data from microbial testing, though frequently
quantitative, can be considered qualitative as well. Quantitative results are based on
determining the actual number of bacteria still alive after an allotted contact time with a treated
fabric [64]. Qualitative results are the product of observed differences in the effects of a treated
fabric versus an untreated control [64] [65].
In general, microbial testing involves the inoculation of bacteria strains on the surface
of an agar culture medium [64] [66] [63]. The medium contains a food source for a certain
bacteria to grow and eventually colonize the plate [64]. For example, knowing Staphylococcus
epidermis feeds on L-leucine, thus producing isovaleric acid as a byproduct, one may consider
using L-leucine based agar in the inoculation process.
Multiple variations of testing can be done after inoculation. One of which is the
assessment of diffusible antibacterial activity. To test the leaching action of diffusible
antimicrobials, a piece of treated fabric is put in contact with the agar inoculated with test
bacteria (see Figure 7) [64] [67]. Should the treatment work, it may be possible to see a clear
zone around the treated sample compared to the bacterial growth zone around an untreated
control sample after the same amount of contact time (AATCC 147, ISO 20645 [68]). This
particular method is limited in that it cannot assess non diffusible or fixed antimicrobial
treatments [64].
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Figure 7. Antimicrobial Testing of Nanosilver Coated Cotton vs Controls [69]

Alternatively, the Parallel Streak Method (AATCC 147-2004 [65]) was developed as a
relatively quick and easy qualitative assessment of both diffusible and non-diffusible
antimicrobial agents on treated fabrics. The classical Parallel Streak Method, used for
diffusible agents, calls for the inoculation of the agar surface so that one may distinguish
between test microorganisms and contaminant organisms [65] [64]. The Parallel Streak
Method is proven effective in testing the efficacy if antimicrobial agents used against Gram
negative and Gram positive microbes [65]. A modified version of the Parallel Streak Method
is capable of evaluating non-diffusible antimicrobials. This particular modification involves
the pressing of a textile onto an agar plate and inoculating test bacteria over the textile specimen
with four parallel streaks [65].
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Other tests exist as well, including [64]:


AATCC 100 - Determines antimicrobial efficacy of antibacterial finishes or coatings
on textile materials [70]



AATCC 30 - Determines antimicrobial efficacy against molds and fungi [71]



AATCC 174 - Determines antimicrobial activity within carpeting [72]

2.2.1.2 Pros & Cons of Microbial Testing
Assessment of microbial testing has its advantages and disadvantages when comparing
the limits of its capabilities versus the needs of today’s industry. Some of these advantages and
disadvantages of microbial assessment of antimicrobial and anti-odor finishes are considered
below in Table 3.

Table 3. Pros and Cons of Microbial Assessments
Pros

Cons

Assess antimicrobial finish efficacy

Costs time and money

Can provide a quantitative and

Does not assess efficacy of

qualitative result

anti-odor finishes
Does not quantify odor itself

Microbial assessments good for determining the presence of bacteria in tested samples.
By knowing the quantities and types of bacteria present in samples, one could test the efficacy
of an antimicrobial finish. The idea being that the lack of bacteria responsible for creating foot
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odor could correlate to the lack of foot odor present in sensory tests. This idea does fit into
findings by Marshall et al. [3] that foot odor is based on two things, one of them being the
presence of bacteria with enzymes capable of creating key free fatty acid chains. But what
about testing anti-odor finishes? The anti-odor approach does not direct its efforts toward the
bacteria responsible, but rather towards the odor-causing compounds responsible. Something
like a cyclodextrin or zeolite technology cannot be properly assessed by microbial assessments
because microflora may still be present in a sample while odiferous compounds are not.
Alternatively, odors may still be present in samples in the absence of bacteria. Key odorants
like isovaleric and propionic acids tend to linger. For example, someone with intense foot odor
may generate responsible odorants prior to a peak effect of an antimicrobial finish in the
footwear. The bacteria which produced the compounds may die off, but the isovaleric acid left
behind could potentially linger in the shoe between microbial assessment and sensory tests
performed by an odor panel. There is potential for microbial data to not correlate with
perceived odors from such samples. In the same mindset, microbial assessments are not
capable of quantifying odor itself. They can indeed identify and quantify the bacteria
responsible, but knowing the quantities of odors created by each bacterium is far from likely
at this time. Therefore, a quantified dataset regarding the odor compounds perceived by an
odor panel cannot come from microbial testing. Yet, such a dataset could prove quite useful to
predict odor presence and intensity in footwear. Without the ability to quantify odor itself, one
could not measure the change in perceived odor (whether reduced or increased) in order to
fully assess the efficacy of both antimicrobial and anti-odor finishes.
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2.2.2 Odor Panel Assessment
Odor panel assessments provide the ever-important perception of odors by a
population. A population’s perspective provides both objective and subjective data which can
be suggestive evidence that an odor combatant technology works. Lack of bacteria may lead
to a decreased quantity of odor compounds, but that lesser quantity may or may not still be
perceived by the human nose. Only an odor panel with human subjects would be able to
provide that information. Odor panels usually consists of six to ten, if not more, trained
individuals with the task of detecting, discriminating, identifying, or scaling sets of odors [73].
The more times these actions are performed by panelists, the more data points can be plotted
to provide an accurate depiction of how certain odors are perceived.
Odor panels are considered objective studies when they assess something like the odor
detection threshold value of isovaleric acid [73] [74] [75] [76] [77]. Because the study only
depends on the concentrations at which panel members can detect an odor, and not their
opinion of its familiarity, the data derived is considered objective. Either the panelist can or
cannot detect the odor at a specific concentration [75].
Odor panels are considered subjective when the study calls for panelists to rely upon
their memory or emotions evoked by an odor [73] [78] [79]. For example, a study asking a
panel to provide an odor’s character will ask panelists to smell the odor and provide a descriptor
based on provided words [73]. The descriptors will be selected by panelists based on their own
personal psyche evoked by the perception of the odor. One panelist may be reminded of lemon,
while another may be reminded of something earthier in nature [80].
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Figure 8. Odor Panel Assessment [81]
Sniffin’ Sticks™ are a common medium used for odor assessment by panelists. The test
administrator holds the pen at a 45° angle 1-2 inches from the nose of the observer [82].

2.2.2.1 Process
An odor laboratory should be an odor-free room lacking stimuli which can affect
perception by panelists. Outside odors, noise, and distracting activities may break the focus of
panelists and interrupt odor sample observation.
Odor panels consist of members who are selected and trained following the Guidelines for
Selection and Training of Sensory Panel Members (ASTM Special Technical Publication 758
[83]). Panelists are recruited from the community as a whole unless particular populations are
sought after for their perspective of samples. People who smoke, use smokeless tobacco, who
may be pregnant, or who have asthma or chronic allergies are immediately dismissed as
candidates for the panel. Those who are selected as potential candidates must follow standing
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odor panel rules during their participation in an odor panel assessment. The standing odor panel
rules tell panelists they [73] [80]:


Must be free of colds or physical conditions that may affect the sense of smell



Must not chew gum or eat at least 30 minutes prior to the odor panel



Must refrain from eating spicy foods prior to the odor panel



Must wear unscented deodorant the day of the odor panel



Must avoid other fragrance cosmetics and soaps the day of the odor panel



Must have their hands clean and free of odors the day of the odor panel



Must have their clothes odor free the day of the odor panel



Must keep the panel work confidential



Must not bias the other panelists with comments about the observed samples

Candidates are selected from a pool population that has been tested to determine each
person's individual olfactory sensitivity using standard odorants. Once selected as odor panel
members, panelists are trained on olfactory awareness, sniffing technique, standardized
descriptors, and olfactometry response. Training improves the likelihood of accurate odor
perception. Lack of training has proven to be problematic for odor panels [83]. Reasons may
include the lack of experience in an odor panel by members, lack of exposure to the odor being
assessed, and the lack of proper descriptors to convey their perceptions. By knowing how the
odor assessment process is conducted, members can feel more at ease, relaxed, and focused on
the task at hand. As panelists are increasingly exposed to the odors being assessed, they become
more aware of what they need to focus on when smelling samples. If a panelists is unsure of
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what a particular odorant smells like or is unsure of what they should smell at a given
concentration, they may skew their perception results [83] [80] [73]. Also, while panelists may
know what they smell, they may not know how to communicate this to odor administers. Lack
of descriptors is especially harmful to odor identification tests. A well-trained panelist in an
efficiently organized odor panel creates quality odor evaluations [83] [73].
The most common odor parameter assessed in odor testing is odor strength. Standards
like ASTM Standard of Practice E679-91 [84] and EN 13725 [85] are followed for odor
concentration assessments. In odor strength testing, panelists sniff a diluted sample of odorant
as part of a triangular forced-choice method. The triangular forced-choice method entails the
use of three sample presentations where two samples are odor free and one is the diluted
odorant. After smelling all three, the assessor must select the sample which differed from the
other two. The assessor must then tell the administrator if the selection was a guess, a detection,
or a recognition. A guess is often associated with the perception of nothing or so very little that
an assessor is unsure of their selection for the differing sample. Detection is made when the
assessor knows something is present in the differing sample, while recognition is when the
selection smells like something identifiable by the assessor [76] [75]. All selection types of the
triangular forced-choice method are more clearly defined by ASTM E679-91 [75].
The panelist is then presented with another set of three presentation choices following
the triangular forced-choice method. The next set of presentations, however, is at a higher
concentration of the odorant. The panelist continues their ascent in odor concentration with
each passing set of presentations. The increase of odor concentrations per presentation, often
two to three times more than the last, is the ascending odors concentration series [75].
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The ascending odors concentration series is a geometric progression used to calculate
the best estimate threshold for panelists. A best estimate is necessary as the concentration steps
lack equal variance in their dilution ratio scale. However, if a logarithm base 10 transformation
is applied, the presentation scale is forced to have an equal variance when plotted along the
logarithmic scale [82].
Once each panelist's best estimate threshold is calculated, the individual estimated
thresholds of six or more assessors are averaged to determine the detection threshold for which
50% of individuals will detect an odorant. Such a result is similar to the effective dose required
to induce detection by 50% of a given population, or the ED50, derived from a dose-response
curve in pharmacological studies [75].
An odor's persistency must be considered, when possible, along with its strength. Odor
persistency is the decreasing rate of an odor's perceived intensity as it is diluted. Considering
that odor intensity is related to the odor's concentration via Steven's power law, one could plot
odor intensity data in a logarithmic fashion to achieve a dose-response-like dataset as described
in ASTM E544-99 [76].
Separately, panelists may also be asked to assess the hedonic tone of given odor
samples. Hedonic tone describes the measure of pleasantness or unpleasantness perceived [73].
Hedonic tone is a subjective assessment and is often recorded on the 21-point ranking scale
associated with the arbitrary method [73]. During odor pleasure assessment, assessors use their
personal experience or memories associated with a given odor to rank their findings. A
panelist's memory of an experience regarding a given odor, pleasant or not, can be triggered
by scent of said odor. This association forces personal feelings and beliefs into the process of
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determining how one feels about a particular smell. Therefore, hedonic tone assessment is
solely subjectively assessed. An average of hedonic tone rankings is taken among participants
for an overall assessment of a given odor's pleasantness, or lack thereof [73] [77].
Odor panels may also ask members to determine an odor's character. Odor character is
measured categorically when assessors are required to reference a descriptor and intensity
value to a perceived odor [80] [73]. Eight standardized odor descriptor categories make up an
odor wheel presented to assessors. The eight categories include: Vegetable, Fruity, Floral,
Medicinal, Chemical, Fishy, Offensive, and Earthy. There are then more specific descriptor
words within each category of the odor wheel. Odor descriptors can also be ranked by relative
intensity on a 5-point scale ranging from faint to strong in stature [73] [80]. The combination
of the odor wheel descriptors and intensity 5-point scale can provide objective data by
referencing standardized designated categories, and as long as panelists are trained to set aside
personal biases often seen in hedonic tone assessments [73].
There are many important criteria for a successful odor panel to take place. Standards
for odor panel assembly and key standing odor panel rules should be followed for accurate
sensory testing of odors. The use of various odor panel assessment types allow for the
determination of odor strength, intensity, persistency, character, and hedonic tone. All of which
can prove useful when wanting to understand the perception of a particular odorant. Through
these many types of odor panel setups; one could calculate an odorant's detection threshold,
recognition threshold, intensity, dose-response functions, odor characteristics, and odor
hedonic tone [86].
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2.2.2.2 Pros & Cons of Odor Panel Assessment
Just as microbial testing had its advantages and disadvantages for assessment of odor
combatants, so do odor panels (Table 4).

Table 4. Pros and Cons of Odor Panel Assessments
Pros

Cons

Provides data regarding human

Cost time and money

perception

Makeup of assessment is subject to

Provides insight for various

Constant change

populations

Does not quantify odor itself

Odor panels are great for the assessment of antimicrobial and anti-odor finishes because
they do not depend upon the quantification of responsible bacteria. They can give an idea as to
what someone may perceive when smelling particular samples treated, or not, with odor
combating technology. However, this in itself can become an issue. Odor is perceived
differently by everyone. In a way noses are like fingerprints, no two are the same. Despite our
differences in odor perception, an average perception can be observed by assessing specific
populations as a whole.
Odor panels provide the ability to observe an average perception of odor in various
groups of subjects. For example, a footwear company may be interested in how an average
consumer group for a particular shoe will react to changes in odor perceived, should its odor
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combatant technology work. The population which they seek may be an equal number of male
and female end-users between the ages of 25 and 50. It is quite possible to assess a large
number of people who fit within the desired population in an odor panel sensory test to get an
idea of what the average perception of the odor in the footwear could be. This is extremely
helpful to those in the footwear industry when it comes to developing products and marketing
them toward specific demographics.
Odor panels have their advantages, but they also have their limitations. Panel
assessments can take a considerable amount of time and money before reaching completion.
Should the population size be rather large, scheduling conflicts and participation costs can get
out of control rather quickly. Not to mention, odor panels themselves are subject to constant
change. Some research efforts may not be fortunate enough to maintain the same group for
multiple assessments before completing the odor panel for a given product. Of course one odor
panel group cannot speak for an entire population, as previously mentioned, all perceive odor
differently. However, constantly changing members involved in the panel can lead to highly
variable data. There is always the possibility that new members are not trained properly before
taking part in the assessment for the sake of saving time and money. Lack of exposure to the
odors being tested, and lack of training in how to take part in an odor panel assessment, can
lead to errors or lost chances for accurate data.
Should a panel be lucky enough to maintain the same group of people for most, if not
the entirety, of a study, there is always the risk of health and lifestyle choices interrupting the
retrieval of trustworthy data. For example, a panel member could show up one day with a cold,
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go back to smoking, become pregnant, eat spicy food, and so on. All of which can greatly
affect the perception of odors.
Like microbial assessments, odor panels are not capable of quantifying the amount of
odor present. A member of an odor panel may be able to detect an odor at low concentrations,
distinguish between weak and intense odors, or even recognize particular odors, but they are
not capable of knowing the exact amount of odor present in a sniffed sample. Granted the exact
quantity of odor compounds may not be necessary when all that matters is whether or not a
consumer or end-user can smell an odor, determine its intensity, and find it rather unpleasant.
However, the ability to associate the change in odor perception, found via odor panels, to the
change in quantities of odors present, found via analytical methods, could prove quite useful.

2.3 Insight into a Proposed Alternative
With the pros and cons previously mentioned in mind, consider a proposed alternative:
the combination of analytical methodology capable of quantifying the mass of odor compounds
present with the use of odor panel assessments or microbial assays. The use of quantitative
analysis can provide a known mass of odiferous compounds. One may then be able to correlate
the change in odor compounds present in a given sample (e.g. shoes) to the change in odor
perception by a panel. The same could be applied to microbial assays as well.
To best understand the association between measured odor quantities to the change in
odor perception, one must first understand generally how odors are perceived by the human
nose and brain; the effects of gender, age, and race on odor perception, and how to
quantitatively measure odor compounds by combining sampling and analytical methods.
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2.3.1 Odor Perception
Smell, also known as olfaction, is considered a chemical sense. The nose contains over
300 types of olfactory receptors which are capable of binding to specific odorant molecules
[80] [87] [88]. These odor molecules have various molecular features which excite particular
receptors in both weak and strong fashions [89]. A combination of excitatory reactions by
various sets of receptors leads to a reaction that humans perceive as the odorant’s smell.
Humans produce individually unique body odors, enabling the identification of
individuals solely based on body odor composition. The human brain has the ability to
discriminate between these body odors without ever noticing the act [90]. The cognitive system
behind odor perception of common odors differs from that of body odors. Due to evolutionary
adaptations, it is believed that body odors receive a more heightened attention, based on their
signal value, than common odors [90]. This could be a consequence of the sense of smell being
a factor in human survival. The ability to smell particular odors assists in the detection of
threats, the discrimination of offspring, and the attraction to sexual counterparts. An example
of the unknown ability to perceive particular body odors comes in the form of the literal
capability to smell fear. In a study, participants were asked to smell the sweat of donors who
had recently watched either a horror or comedy film. In a forced-choice task, participants could
accurately determine the emotional state of donors at a level above chance value [91].
Humans possess the ability to discriminate over 10,000 separate odors [92] [93]. Such
ability involves human anatomy and psychology. As both anatomy and psychology differ from
person-to-person, so does odor perception. No two people perceive odorants in the same exact
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manner, though there can be similarities among populations. The anatomy of the nose,
psychophysiology, and the effects of gender, race, and age will be discussed in further detail.
2.3.1.1 Physiology of the Nose
During normal breathing through the nose, only 10% of inhaled air makes it way to the
olfactory receptors housed in the nasal cavity [73] [80]. A sniffing action is capable of doubling
the percentage of air making it to the receptors. The olfactory epithelium, responsible for odor
binding in the nasal cavity, is made up of nearly 25 million olfactory cells [73]. These olfactory
cells consist of cilia with receptor contact surface area and supporting mucus-secreting cells
[73] [87]. The mucus secreted ultimately traps the odorant molecules which will bind to the
receptor contact binding sites. When inhaled, odorants pass by the olfactory epithelium. Those
molecules trapped by mucus are then dissolved into the mucus [87]. The more water-soluble
the odorant, the more easily it is dissolved into the mucus layer on the epithelium. A moleculespecific binding site on the olfactory cells receives the dissolved odorants [87]. Response to
the odorant is dependent upon mass concentration of molecules present [87]. A visual
representation of the aforementioned process can be seen in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Physiology of Olfaction [87]

A direct relationship exists between the olfactory response and stimulus concentration.
Olfactory stimuli are defined by three variables: number of molecules, duration of sniff, and
volume of sniff [73] [94]; all of which are comparable to concentration, delivery rate, and flow
rate, respectively. Response relationship may vary depending on the physiochemical properties
of odorant, as well as nasal airflow. In the case of illness which inhibits smell, changes in
airflow may not always be the cause of altered olfactory ability. Increased mucus layers and
access to receptors can influence odor perception.
Reception of odorants elicits an electrical response in the olfactory nerves which leads
to an action potential. When the action potential is high enough in amplitude, a signal is
communicated across the nerve, through the ethmoidal bone, to the brain where it synapses
with the olfactory bulb [90].
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The combination of odor molecules, binding to receptors at varying concentrations,
leads to the perception of specific odors. For example, when sniffing a recently worn shoe, the
combination of isovaleric acid, propionic acid, and acetic acid to their specific binding sites at
varying concentrations may lead to the perception of foot odor.

Figure 10. Combinatorial Function of Olfactory Receptors [87]

As seen in Figure 10, although olfactory receptor neurons expressing the same olfactory
receptor sites are spread over a large surface area in the olfactory epithelium, their axons
project to specific regions in the olfactory bulb (left). Odorant molecules (in black) are capable
of activating multiple receptors (in gray) in varying combinations, eliciting a specific
perception of the odor (right) [87].
All olfactory signals gather in the olfactory bulb and information from these signals is
distributed to two separate parts of the brain. One of the key pathways taken is to the limbic
system [73] [80] [91]. The limbic system is responsible for the processing of emotion and
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memory response, as well as influencing signals of the hypothalamus and pituitary glands
[73]. The other key pathway is to the frontal cortex. This location is where information is
processed to conjure conscious sensations, with help from other senses, which may be
compared to cumulative life experiences [88]. This comparison allows one to recognize a
perceived odor from previous exposure and make some decision regarding the experience (e.g.
pleasant or not). The entirety of this process, from nostril to brain, can be as fast as 500
milliseconds [73] [94].
2.3.1.2 Psychophysiology and Psychophysics
Psychophysiology is defined as the response of an organism to changes in the
environment perceived by the five senses [95] [95] [78]. An example of psychophysiology is
the perception of an odor’s strength. Such an act involves the connection of the anatomy of the
nose to the psychology of the brain. When one smells a fresh flower, their nose is physically
collecting the odor-causing compounds into receptors which ultimately trigger a stimulation
of their psyche. The stimulation can be that of memories, such as a pleasant spring, or emotion,
such as bliss. The opposite stimulation may occur when smelling odorous feet or other
malodors.
Were the relationship between any given stimulus parameter and the perception of said
stimulus at a 1:1 ratio, the effects changing a stimulus parameter would be quite predictable.
As shown by psychophysical studies [95], however, the relationship between stimulus
parameters and perception is quite often more complex than a simple 1:1 ratio. Psychophysics
is responsible for the measurement of a psychophysiological event, as it is the study of the
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relationship between the physical properties of a stimulus and the perception of said stimulus
[78] [95].
Several facets must be considered when investigating the relationship between the
physical world and the perception of it. The fundamental aspects to consider in the
psychophysics of odor perception include detection, identification, discrimination, and
scaling [73] [96]. Detection beckons what properties a stimulus must possess in order for its
presence to be observed. As previously discussed, odor detection can be calculated by
forced-choice methodology that provides a best estimation of the lowest concentration in
which an odor is detected by a population [75] [96]. The psychophysical aspect of detection
would involve the chemical’s physical properties which allow it to be noticed at high or low
concentrations [73] [80]. Identification involves knowing exactly what an odorant stimulus
is. Why is it that can perceive foot malodor consistently, relating it to smelly shoes rather
than a bouquet of flowers? Odor identification is objectively measured by the odor wheel
method, in which assessors are able to designate a standardized descriptor to a given odor
[73] [77]. Discrimination is the difference needed between stimuli in order for them to be
distinguished in assessment [82] [94] [96]. Scaling, meanwhile, is based on the magnitude of
a stimulus parameter which allows for the judgement of degree of similarity or difference for
discriminable stimuli [97] [96].
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2.3.1.3 The Effects of Gender, Age, and Race on Odor Perception
Gender
As previously mentioned, a combination of exocrine glands secretions and the presence
of enzyme-possessing microflora ultimately leads to the production of body odors. Recent
studies [90] [91] [93] [98] [99] [100] have shown that there are significant differences among
sexes in both aspects. For example, females have more apocrine glands in all anatomical
regions than men [101], yet males have larger apocrine glands which tend to secrete more
[102]. Meanwhile, the axillary microflora of males is predominantly Corynebacterium,
compared to the micrococci mostly seen on females [103]. Based on multiple cross-cultural
findings, males have been perceived as more odorous and unpleasant in scent than females
[93]. There is the possibility that Corynebacterium and larger apocrine gland secretions found
in males is associated with a more intense and pungent malodor, while the presence of
micrococci and less apocrine secretions is associated with weaker body odor found in females
[104] [105].
Historically, there has been anecdotal evidence that women are more sensitive to all
odors; however literature on the topic is mixed regarding such an idea. For example, some
studies [93] [91] [106] [107] suggest women are more sensitive to pyridines associated with
fishy smells and m-xylene found in sweet smells. However, some literature [99] [108] [109]
suggests no sexual difference in olfactory sensitivity to other odorants like n-butanol or the
axillary odor 3-methyl-2-hexenoic acid.
Despite no consistent sex difference for rates of the loss of the sense of smell due to
injury, infection or blockage (anosmia [110]) and olfactory detection thresholds for trans-344

methyl-2-hexenoic acid, considerable differences have been found for pheromone-type
chemicals which convey signals amongst living organisms (semiochemicals [111]) like
androstadiene and androstenol [93]. Results of various studies show females have lower odor
thresholds while anosmia rates are higher for males [93]. Such findings were consistent across
multiple cultures as well, supporting sexual difference-based olfactory sensitivities [112] [93]
[100] [91].
In a separate study [113], including four groups of differing ethnicities with equal parts
male and female participants, women (in all four groups) outperformed men in forced-choice
odor identification test. It should be noted, however, that data collected for sex difference odor
identification ability was statistically significant but very subtle. Consistency of increased
olfactory sensitivity across all four cultures groups suggests sex differences in olfactory
identification ability are a general trait and not ethnically or culturally related [113].
Females seem to be more sensitive to some potential semiochemicals and various other
odors. Despite this higher sensitivity, however, females are not universally more sensitive to
odorants than men [91] [93]. The basis for sex difference odor identification remains mostly
unknown. Several hypotheses for why the difference exists include the following [100]:


Differences in how men and women have learned to identify certain stimuli



Differences in verbal identification and descriptive abilities



Difference among the nasal region or endocrine systems of men and women which
alters perception of odors.
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Age
Perception of odors, body-related or common, decreases as one’s age increases [98].
Age-related loss of odor perception is seen in both male and females, in all races. In one study,
which contained increasing age groups, both male and female participants had decreasing smell
identification test scores, determined by the University of Pennsylvania Smell Identification
Test (UPSIT), as the group’s age dramatically increased. The older the age group tested, the
more the proportion of individuals who lost some of their sense of smell (anosmics) grew [98].
The same study [98] showed that most anosmics were seen past the age of 60. The problem
could be caused by degeneration of nasal region, as well as cumulative effects from disease or
use of medications over time which may affect the anatomy involved in the sense of smell [98]
[92].
Ethnicity
Generally, there are no major differences in odor perception among various ethnicities.
According to the same study mentioned among gender differences [113], some odor items were
disproportionately missed by native Japanese compared to Caucasians, African-Americans,
and American-Koreans. The missed odors were attributed to a culture-odor disconnect [113].
In essence, their unfamiliarity of the particular odor was due to their lack of exposure to said
odor in their culture. Although not entirely proven, other studies [113] [98] have suggested
very subtle differences in the perception of foot malodor intensity among African-Americans
and Caucasians.
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2.3.2 Quantitative Analysis
Quantitative analysis of organic volatile compounds involves the combination of air
sampling and analytical instrumentation to accurately measure the mass of odiferous
compounds in a given sample. Collection of materials in the air, such as vapors or gases, is
conducted using air sampling methods. There are three major properties to consider for air
sampling including solubility, vapor pressure, and reactivity [114] [115]. These properties can
be applied to the selection of an appropriate collection procedure. There are two major methods
for collecting gases and vapors: active sampling and passive sampling [115]. Both methods
require the use of a collection medium, which can be an adsorbent (e.g. sorbent in a tube) or
an absorbent (e.g. solution in which the gas dissolves in). Gases and vapors may also be
collected in bags or on treated filters [116]. Most often, sorbent tubes are preferred over
absorbent solutions and passive methods are preferred over active methods [115].
Once the analytes (e.g. key odor compounds) have been collected by an air sampling
method, they are extracted from the sorbent using a liquid solvent. The solvent is then injected
into an analytical instrument. The instrument, following a predetermined method, separates the
analytes and is able to quantify the amount of odiferous compounds present in a given sample
[115].
2.3.2.1 Active Air Sampling
Active air sampling involves a battery-powered pump actively pulling air through a
predetermined medium (Figure 11). There are various collection devices which house the
important collection media used in active sampling. These collection devices include sorbent
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tubes, impingers, and sampling bags, all of which are used as collection devices in both
environmental and occupational active sampling; environmental being the more complex of
the two. This particular research effort, though not specifically based on occupational sampling
or environmental sampling, followed occupational sampling methods more closely than those
for environmental sampling [116]. Therefore, occupational methodology, as well as solid
sorbent sampling will be discussed in more detail.
In the case of occupational sampling, the most common technique for collection is use
of sorbent tubes [116]. The most common method for analysis of collected target compounds
is gas chromatography [114] [116]. The combination of the two allows for quantitative
sampling which identifies concentrations of target compounds present in an air sample.
Solid sorbent sampling involves the use of granulated sorbent materials packed into
collection devices such as glass tubes (occupational sampling) or glass or metal cartridges
(environmental sampling) [116]. The most common sorbent materials include silica gel,
charcoal, and chromosorbs, in the case of occupational sampling. These solid sorbent materials
are compound group specific and will not work for every volatile organic compound in
existence. Because of the specificity factor, it is important to determine an appropriate sorbent
material for compounds of interest ahead of sampling. Specificity should not be correlated to
differentiation, however. Although sorbents are compound group specific, they are not capable
of differentiating between compounds within a family of volatile organic compounds, or
VOC’s. Therefore, in the process of compound collection, unwanted VOC’s may be collected
as easily and as often as target compounds. When more than one compound that can be
collected by any given sorbent tube is present, the amount of individual components which can
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be collected is immediately reduced because each sorbent tube has a limited amount of active
binding sites. This particular issue of oversaturation is known as reaching capacity, and it is
one of many factors affecting the efficiency of collecting gases or vapors [117].

Figure 11. Active Air Sampling Unit [118]
Typical active air sampling includes: an air pump, appropriate tubing, and sorbent tube
which houses the proper collection media for the target compounds in sampled air

Other factors that affect sorbent material collection efficiency are flow rate,
temperature, humidity, concentrations, mixtures, and particle size (see Table 5) [116]. The
biggest concern when collecting gases or vapors on solid sorbent material is the issue of
breakthrough. Breakthrough occurs when the sorbent tube has been saturated in the front
section and in the back up section, leaving the sorbent material with little to no binding sites
and thus allowing the VOC’s to pass through the tube with the airflow [116]. Almost no
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breakthrough occurs until saturation of the sorbent material has been achieved, at which point
the possibility of breakthrough increases dramatically. [119]
In an environment in which high humidity levels are present, one must consider the
possibility for water absorption to the sorbent tube. The presence of water leads to competition
for binding sites amongst water molecules and target compound molecules. The ability for
water to take up active sites on the sorbent can increase the chance for target compound
breakthrough [116].
Flow rate is another important factor to consider when retaining target compounds on
sorbent tubes. Flow rates above the optimum level can cause proportional decrease in the
ability of the sorbent to retain target compounds [116]. Lacking the ability to retain target
compounds increases the chance for breakthrough. Optimum flowrates are often determined
by provided methods. Should a predetermined flow rate not be provided, one can discover the
optimal flow rate for a sorbent-compound combination. Doing so requires measuring the
retention of a sorbent at various flow rates via spiking a sorbent tube with a known mass of
target compound and determining the amount left on the tube after an appropriate sampling
time.
The variability of pressure drops within the tube is dependent on the size of the sorbent
granules [116]. Finer granules have been shown to sample most efficiently, as they provide
more surface area and therefore more active sites for binding. However, finer particles are
more susceptible to airflow and the effects of above-optimal flowrates. Changes in airflow
resistance can affect collection behavior when caused by sorbent swelling, shrinking, and
channeling [116].
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Table 5. Factors Affecting the Collection Characteristics of Solid Sorbents [119]
Factor

Effects

Temperature

Adsorption is reduced at higher temperatures. Increased
temperature is proportional to increased breakthrough.
Reaction rates are increased at higher temperatures.

Humidity

Water vapor is absorbed by polar sorbents, increasing the
likelihood of breakthrough for chemicals. Increased humidity
is proportional to increased breakthrough.

Flow Rate

Higher flow rates can lead to breakthrough at lower
volumes.

Concentration

Breakthrough likelihood increases with increasing
concentrations of target compound.

Mixtures

When two or more compounds are present, the compound
most strongly held will displace the other compounds, in
order, down the length of the tube. Polar sorbents hold
compounds with the largest dielectric constant and dipole
moment most strongly. Nonpolar sorbents prefer
compounds of a higher boiling point or larger molecular
volume.

Particle Size

Decreases in sorbent particle size are proportional to
increases in sampling efficiency and drop in pressure.

Size of Tube

A doubling of sorbent volume doubles the concentration
required for breakthrough.
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Although charcoal is the most commonly used solid sorbent [116], silica gel will be the
primary example of solid sorbents discussed because of its use in this research effort. Silica
gel is more selective than activated charcoal sorbents and gases are more easily desorbed from
it in solvent baths [116]. Silica gel is an amorphous form of silica. It is created from the
interaction of sodium silicate and sulfuric acid.
The adsorption of target compounds onto silica gel is affected by factors such as the
range in the size of gel particles, tube size (diameter and length), sampling temperature, target
compound concentration, and the length to time of sampling [116]. Highly polar compounds
are more likely to bind to silica gel than less polar compounds. There is the possibility, in some
instances, that more polar compounds will displace those which lack polarity. The affinity for
polar compounds makes silica gel more susceptible to the effects of water adsorption in
environments with high humidity levels, thus increasing the chance for breakthrough in such
environments. The saturation by water molecules, and displacement of target molecules, is the
largest disadvantage when using silica gel sorbents. To combat breakthrough, additional
sorbent tubes may be placed in succession. Ideally the additional tubes will catch any
breakthrough from the initial tube [120].
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Table 6. Advantages vs Disadvantages of Active Sampling
Pros

Cons

Potential for faster sampling times Pumps can be costly
than passive
Placement of collection device may be limited
Continuous sampling is possible

due to pump size, hoses, and internal
electronics

2.3.2.2 Passive Air Sampling
Passive air sampling does not use a battery-powered pump, but rather, depends on the
diffusion of compounds of interest and minimal air velocity [121]. Passive collection devices
are sorbent materials often housed within a diffusion rate limiting capsule, mostly in the form
of a clip-on badge (Figure 12). These devices are small and light enough to be clipped onto the
collar of someone’s shirt or placed in most areas. Passive samplers hold an advantage over
active sampling devices because they do not require a sampling device, pump, or tubing.
Passive samplers may also be safe to place in flammable locations because they do not have
the electronic components that the active sampling pumps do [121].
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Figure 12. Passive Sampler

Passive samplers may not require a pump with a designated flow rate, but they do
require a minimum air velocity which passes by the collection device [121]. Therefore, passive
samplers would not be suitable in environments with stagnant air, such as a sealed box or other
confined spaces. To combat stagnant air in confined spaces, one could introduce a small fan
into the environment to stir the air and cause some circulation within the confined space to
make up for the minimum air velocity.
Most passive samplers are dosimeters, meaning they accumulate the airborne vapors
over a sampling period (e.g. 24-hours) and give an integrated measurement [121]. Most passive
samplers require proper analysis by certified laboratories using NIOSH and OSHA-validated
methods, which are able to determine the mass of the target compound on the sorbent material.
Other samplers provide a more qualitative response by changing colors in proportion to the
airborne vapor concentration [121].
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The most common sorbent-fillers used with passive samplers contain charcoal, while
others may house treated charcoal or other solid adsorbents like Tenax® or molecular sieves
[121]. Other badge-like collection devices may use special collection media such as gold film,
treated glass fiber filters, or treated silica as well. These special collection media react with the
compound of interest in order to lock them up as stable compounds. The lock-up reaction holds
on to the compound, preventing loss caused by back diffusion processes [121].
Passive samplers rely on diffusion or permeation, the two basic principles of sample
collection [121]. Essentially all commercially available sampling devices rely upon diffusion.
Diffusion-based samplers are constructed in a manner in which the sorbent material, typically
charcoal, is placed on a pad or wafer within a badge-like casing. A grid of sampling port holes
on the surface of the badge is responsible for controlling the diffusion area, and ultimately the
sampling rate for the device. The casing controls the rate of diffusion, and acts as a wind screen
for the sorbent material [121]. In the case of diffusion controlled devices, the mass uptake of
the sampler is controlled by the shape of the case opening, the geometry of the internal cavity,
and the physiochemical properties of the target compound. The device as a whole develops a
sampling rate which is based on the diffusion coefficient of the target compound and the
geometry of the sampling device (e.g. port holes and internal cavity, as previously discussed)
[121].
Collection of target compounds occurs when the molecules of interest pass through the
port holes of the draft screen and accumulate on the sorbent bed held within the badge. The
sorbent surface area, badge sampling rate, path length from the badge’s surface to the sorbent
bed, and the desorption efficiency of the compounds of interest are used to calculate the final
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concentration of target compounds collected [121]. Each compound has its own unique
diffusion coefficient when paired with a particular passive sampler. These diffusion rates can
be calculated or discovered through experimentation [123].
The accuracy and precision of passive sampling is affected by similar factors which
influence active sampling, including: sampling time, air currents, temperature, humidity, and
mixtures of compounds [121]. If sampled for too long, or at too high of concentrations,
compounds of interest can oversaturate the sorbent bed. Oversaturation can lead to misleading
data regarding the concentration of target compounds within an environment because not all
compounds will be collected. Some manufacturers have created two-part badges in order to
combat oversaturation [121]. The two-part badge acts in a similar manner to multiple sorbent
tubes placed in succession. Just as multiple sorbent tubes in active sampling can prevent
breakthrough, two-part badges can prevent oversaturation of compounds and allow proper
adsorption.
All passive samplers require a minimum air movement near the point of interest during
sampling. The lack of air movement will lead to what is considered starvation of the sampler’s
surface. In other words, stagnant air will not assist compounds of interest in their journey to
the badge’s sorbent bed, causing a decrease in the concentration of target compounds present
and ultimately a decrease in the mass of target compounds collected by the enclosed sorbent
material. If a mild airflow is present during sampling, the concentration near the sampler’s
surface is continuously refreshed with compounds of interest and can be considered equal to
ambient concentrations away from the badge. Collection may be affected by the direction of
the sampler’s face compared to the flow direction of the air [124].
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Passive samplers are affected by temperature and humidity in a similar manner to which
active sampling is affected [121]. Temperature, if high enough, is capable of causing
desorption of target compounds from the adsorbent materials housed within passive sampler
badges [121]. Temperature of the environment can also drastically change the diffusion rate of
the compounds of interest, thus causing changes to the sampling rate and appropriate sampling
time. Should a sampling rate be dramatically increased, by a large hike in temperature, while
the sampling time remains the same, oversaturation of the sorbent bed may occur [121].
Similarly, saturation of the sorbent bed becomes an issue in high humidity environments if
using an adsorbent material with a high affinity for water. Water molecules could bind to active
sites on the material and block or displace collected compounds of interest [121].
Mixtures of compounds may affect how well the compound of interest is captured.
Certain mixtures of similar compounds can lead to competition among active adsorptive sites
on the sorbent material, causing displacement of the target compound by other interfering
compounds [114] [121].
Something else to consider when using passive samplers is the handling of the device
during testing and the sampling rate of the device. If passive samplers are not handled properly,
issues involving penetration of the badge’s membrane may occur, which can lead to variations
in the amount of target compound collected. Just the same, dirt and grime from the oils of one’s
fingers can block the sampler’s port holes, or pores, causing a decrease in the amount collected.
Inversely, if a reagent or oil similar in nature to the compound of interest makes its way onto
the surface of the sampler, an increase in the amount of target compound may be falsely
reported by analysis.
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In review, there are many things to consider when determining whether an adsorbent
material is suitable for diffusion-based passive sampling, including [121]:


Affinity and suitability of the collection adsorbent material for the target compounds



The need to collect multiple compounds of interest on one advice



Concentration range of the compounds



Sampling time



Necessary accuracy and precision



Ambient conditions: temperature, humidity, and atmospheric pressure



Reactivity and stability of the compound after its collection



The presence of interfering compounds



The sampler’s collection efficiency



Storage stability
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Table 7. Advantages and Disadvantages Passive Sampling
Pros

Cons

Simplicity of device makes it easy
for everyone to use; no need to be a

Requires minimum air velocity

trained sampling practitioner
A smaller quantity is collected
Cost-effect; tend to be cheaper than
due to lower effective
air pumps
sampling rates
Placement is not an issue; lacks the
Continuous sampling is
pump, hoses, and electronics
unachievable
involved with active sampling
Sampling time may be longer
than active sampling,
depending on sample rate

2.3.3 Linking the Change in Odor Perception and Quantitative Analysis
The correlation of subjective and objective testing is nothing new. The idea has been
thoroughly considered since the mid-twentieth century. Subjective-objective correlation is
performed by comparing a subjective test (e.g. odor panel) to an objective test (e.g. quantitative
analysis of odor compounds) by bridging the two with common factors. For example, the
results of an odor panel assessment involving hedonic tone can be compared to a known
concentration that was presented to the panel. These same known concentrations can then be
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associated to concentrations found via quantitative analysis of worn samples. The bridging
factor becomes the known concentrations of odor compounds because it was involved in both
test methods.
When correlating subjective-objective test methods in the study of odor, one should consider
the four major attributes of odor stimuli: intensity, extensity, duration, and quality. All four
attributes can be tested with the input of psychological and physical dimensions as shown in
Table 8
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Table 8. Stimulus-Response Assessment of Odors [125]
Dimensions of Stimulus

Appropriate Odor
Measurement by
Psychologic
Physical
Psychophysical or
Psychometric Methods
1) Absolute threshold (RL)
Odor
2) Difference threshold
Odor intensity concentration or (DL/JND)
dilution
3) Equality of difference

Extensity

Duration

Quality

Results

1) RL in ppm
2) DL in concentration units
(µg/mL)
3) Points of subjective
perception (greater or less)
1) Perceived largeness
1) Apparent volume
Length, breadth,
2) Source position
2) Static air directional info.
height, locus,
3) Change in position
3) Dynamic data for shifting
and direction of
4) Degree of alternate sense
an odor trait 4) Other sense involvement
reactivity
1) Gap of time between onset
1) Reaction time
and response
Time
2) Adaptation or stimulus
2) Perception beginning to end
duration
1) Nominal scaling of verbal
Physical
1) Reliability of classifying odor
descriptions
chemical
2) Similarity matching
2) Interobserver agreement
properties, % of
3) Pleasantness
3) Hedonic tone assessment
components
4) Simplicity, complexity
4) Pattern of reactions
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As explained by Guadagni [126], there are requirements in the correlation of instrumental
and sensory testing techniques.

1. The instrument technique must measure a sensory property, such as odor.
Because odorants are perceived by the olfactory system of the human body, a key
instrument requirement should be sensitivity as close to the nose as possible. This means
having the ability to measure odor compounds at the same concentrations as the nose is able
to perceive them (typically parts per billion). Of course, the largest limitation of subjectiveobjective testing correlation regarding odor assessment is the sensitivity of the nose in
comparison to the instrument [126].
Although instrumentation which reaches levels of parts per billion (ppb) and even parts
per trillion (ppt) does exist, it is not common in laboratories. Because of limited access, an
alternative approach should be considered, at least when developing an easy-to-use or universal
standard [125] [126]. The alternative to needing such sensitive instrumentation is providing a
correlation between the changes in odor perception by panelists to the change in odor presence
within quantified samples.

2. Make sure odor alteration does not occur.
Odor compounds may be susceptible to changes in character by various sources
including thermal-degradation and photo-degradation [125] [126]. It is very important to avoid
alterations, if at all possible, during sensory and analytical assessment. For example, an odor
panel may be tested on the smell of propionic acid, but thermal degradation within an
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instrument leads to the breakdown of the free fatty acid into acetic acid. Results which would
have correlated odor perception to concentration quantified are now unrelated because the odor
perceived is not the one quantified. If changes in physiochemical properties cannot be helped,
however, one must provide a sensory comparison to these changes [126]. In other words, odor
panelists should be tested with the altered compound which is ultimately seen in gas
chromatography testing.

3. Accurate quantification.
When considering accurate quantification, one should ask, “how much of the original odor
intensity can be accounted for by the peaks seen in gas chromatography?” [125] Peak
measurements give a link between the relative proportion of peak area and related quantities
present in a sample. The relative proportion of odor intensity contributed by the odiferous
compound peaks is not easy to determine. It requires threshold measurements for quantifying
the relative strength of various odor peak fractions, as well as the proper correlation of odor
strength with peak area [126]. The odor thresholds can be determined through use of an odor
panel, while the proper correlation of odor strength and peak size can be obtained by calibration
of the instrument with known concentrations of odor solutions.

4. Provide sensory comparison of a mixture with an identified component to the original
starting material
Synthetic mixtures created for odor panels should resemble the original source of the
odor as much as possible [126]. When testing odiferous solutions to assess the perception of
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foot odor, the solutions should resemble foot odor, or at least key odorants of the odor (e.g.
relative proportions of isovaleric acid, propionic acid, and acetic acids as seen in most foot
odors).

5. Have a well-trained odor panel.
Odor panelists must be sensitive to the odorant, consistent in their perception of the
odorant, and able to recognize sensory properties of the odorant [125] [126] [83]. If an odor
panel provides inaccurate and varying results for an odor compound, the quantified data from
analytical instrumentation will ultimately be useless. The perception of an odorant is extremely
important when comparing odor intensity to the quantities found by instrumentation
techniques. If odor panelists have not been trained well in perceiving the odor of interest or in
the odor assessment process threshold and intensity values associated with varying
concentrations of odorant solutions will be inaccurate, and therefore unusable [83] [126].
Studies correlating the odor intensity and concentration, as well as peak presence and
odor presence, have been performed of over the last 50 years [127]. These studies have made
way for others to build upon, including the alternative approach sought after in this research
effort. Knowing the key odorant of perceived foot odor, as well as those which contribute to
foot odor overall, one could utilize an odor panel to assess odor threshold values for these
odorants at concentrations expected to be seen in normal and above average foot odor. The
intensity of the odorant, as determined in an odor panel, can also be compared to concentrations
seen in analytical techniques. Considering the discussion of correlation above, one could
produce a dose-response curve showing perceived odor versus odor compounds present in
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tested footwear via three relatable variables. Ideally one would compare a 5-point scale
intensity test for known concentrations of key odiferous compounds. The 5-point scale would
then be used for recently worn shoes. These same shoes would be assessed immediately via
analytical techniques discussed in previous sections. The subjective data resulting from the 5point intensity scale of known concentrations and 5-point scale with worn shoes can be
correlated to the objective data resulting from the quantities of odorants determined by a gas
chromatography – flame ionization detector (GC-FID) or a gas chromatography – mass
spectrometry (GC-MS) method. Because the instrumentation will not be as sensitive as a
panelist’s nose, it may be ideal to compare the change in odor intensity to the change in odor
quantities. This assessment of change in odor perception, rather than a direct peak-perception
relationship, can avoid the need for extremely sensitive instrumentation as it can still be
performed with ppm-level sensitivity. Correlating change in odor peaks and quantities to
change in odor intensity does not require the same nose-like sensitivity by the instrument as
long as it can simply recognize a difference between various samples.
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Figure 13. Correlation Road Map

To begin the process of correlation, both an untreated (control) and treated product
should be worn or used in the same manner for the same period of time (other variables such
as distance are applicable, as well, in footwear). An odor panel representing a particular
consumer population should be assembled, trained, and presented with an initial sample to
procure an odor ranking established by the 5-point scale system. An official odor ranking will
be determined by the average response from panelists. The odor panel assessment is then to be
followed by an established air sampling method capable of capturing acetic, isovaleric, and
propionic acid quantities. The analytes will then be extracted from the collection medium by a
solvent. The extract is then analyzed by an established GC-FID method which will provide the
measured mass present in the sample.
The difference found between the untreated odor ranking and mass quantity to the
treated values could potentially show the efficiency of the odor-combating technology, both
objectively and subjectively. A vast difference in the odor ranking and quantity values may
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show the antimicrobial or anti-odor finish to be efficient. Should no distinguishable difference
be seen in odor ranking and odor quantity values, most likely the odor combatant did not work
very well.
The same overall idea should work in conjunction with microbial testing as well. Rather
than depending on sensory testing performed by odor panels to establish odor rankings, one
could use bacteria types and quantities present in samples to compare to the mass of odiferous
components found by analytical methods. This has the potential to show the efficacy of
antimicrobial finishes specifically, and give researchers an idea as to which bacteria produce
specific quantities of organic volatile compounds responsible for foot odor. In turn,
antimicrobial finishes can be optimized to prevent the growth of particular bacteria populations
and improve the efficiency of the product.
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Chapter 3. Determination of Small Population Odor Thresholds and Odor
Intensity Differentiation for Isovaleric Acid and Propionic Acid

3.1 Introduction and Background
Historically speaking, odor panels started in the trade industry. Products, particularly
in the food market, were smelled to assess their quality. People smelled items of interest such
as coffee, tea, meats, and perfumes to make a decision on purchase. In the 1940’s and ‘50’s,
great advancements were made in the research of sensory testing as researchers performed
nasal sensory evaluations for developers of war rations. Since then, the use of trained sensory
assessors for odor panels has been the preferred method when evaluating products or
compounds in laboratory settings [128].
Odor panels are important scientific tools because they can provide various types of
feedback from an established population. One may set up an odor panel to determine objective
responses such as odor thresholds, or subjective responses such as odor characterization and
intensity ranking [75] [73] [80]. Panels may also be held in a laboratory setting or in a field
setting. A laboratory setting tends to have fewer variables for odor assessment because it is
held in a controlled environment. Field assessments tend to have more variables associated due
to their uncontrolled environment, but can provide real-world feedback not typically found in
a lab setting.
The odor panel for this particular research was developed to objectively assess the
perception of key compounds responsible for foot odor in a laboratory setting. Isovaleric acid
(IA) and propionic acid (PA) have been recognized as primary and secondary odorants found
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on the foot [9] [4] [3]. These compounds are created by bacteria through metabolic breakdown
of eccrine gland excretions. As IA and PA volatilize off of the foot and into ambient air, they
are picked up by receptors of the nasal palate. These receptors then trigger a physiological and
psychological response in the brain which is experienced as the perception of malodor [9].
The methods, described below, were used to determine the odor thresholds of subjects
for IA and PA. Knowing the odor threshold of individuals, one can calculate an estimated
threshold of the population. Having the odor threshold of a population can help to determine
at what concentration key foot odor compounds are detected. The capability to differentiate
odor intensities was also tested to determine what factor of increase in concentration was
necessary for a population to determine an odor was more intense. Both the odor threshold and
odor intensity data could potentially be correlated with quantified odor amounts found in shoes
during a separate wear trial.

3.2 Materials and Methods
3.2.1 Materials and Chemicals
Concentration steps were created using isovaleric acid (Sigma-Aldrich, 99%) and
propionic acid (Sigma-Aldrich, ≥99.5%). The acting solvent for the odor solutions was
deionized water. Solutions were kept in 20-mL glass vials with screw tops and stored in a
refrigerator at 3°C (±1.5°C) when not in use. Samples were given over an hour outside of the
refrigerator to reach room temperature before being used in odor panel assessments.
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3.2.2 Assessment Methodology
Odor threshold values regarding concentrations of IA and PA in air were reported as
0.17µg/m3 – 11µg/m3 and 2.5µg/m3 – 60,000µg/m3 respectively by the Bay Area Air Quality
Management District (BAAQMD) [10] [129]. The air concentrations presented by the
BAAQMD were then converted into the same concentrations in 10mL of deionized water, thus
becoming 0.07µg/mL – 4.5µg/mL and 5.6µg/mL – 39.5µg/mL for IA and PA respectively.
The determined concentrations were then used as a starting place for creating concentrations
step solutions for each compound in a range wide enough to accommodate the various
sensitivities of any given population used for the odor panel process. A range of 0.0043µg/mL
- 36µg/mL consisting of 14 concentration steps, each separated by a factor of 2, was created
for IA. A range of 0.00375µg/mL - 4000µg/mL consisting of 21 concentration steps, each
separated by a factor of 2, was created for PA. A larger range was necessary for PA, compared
to IA, because it had a larger odor threshold range than IA [14]. The difference between the
two is most likely caused by their respective potencies.
Each concentration step was derived directly from a stock solution of 10,000µg/mL of each
odorant. Dilution series were avoided when making the odor panel solution because error
involved with earlier dilutions can drastically affect concentrations of later dilutions. Each new
solution is based on how well its predecessor was diluted to volume to make the appropriate
concentration. Therefore the use of a dilution series was avoided as much as possible to create
each step, however, the lower concentrations (e.g. steps 1-4, or 0.00375µg/mL – 0.03µg/mL)
required the use of direct derivation from stock solutions of 100µg/mL or 10µg/mL.
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Concentration steps used in the odor panel consisted of spiked amounts of IA or PA in 10mL
of deionized water. The solutions were placed in 20mL glass vials with solid screw tops.
Once created, the range of concentration steps for each odorant was used to determine
the threshold of individuals, and in turn the population. The concentration ranges were also
used in a method to help determine the odor intensity differentiation capabilities of individuals
and the population as a whole.
3.2.3 Threshold Testing
Threshold testing can help determine at which concentration an individual detects a
particular odor. Using the data of a group of individuals, one can determine the threshold of a
particular population. The threshold assessment conducted for this odor panel was performed
using the alternative forced choice method with 3 possible selections, or 3-AFC [75] [130].
The 3-AFC consists of presenting a subject with three vials identical in appearance, but not in
concentration, and asking them to select the one stimulus which differs in odor from the other
two. Two of the three vials contain water, and are considered blanks, while the other vial
contains any given concentration within a predetermined range. Subjects are presented all three
vials, one at a time, and asked to declare the one which they observed to smell different. The
subjects must make a decision with each 3-AFC presentation and state whether their answer
was a guess or detect. Declaring detect for the vial with the odorant present was considered the
correct answer. A guess, correct or not, was considered wrong.
Loosely following methods developed by Hummel et al. [82] for “Sniffin’ Sticks”, and
the Odor Sensitivity Test developed by St. Croix Sensory Inc. [131], a best estimate threshold
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was determined for participating subjects. From there, a best estimate threshold was calculated
for the population as a whole. Before the best estimate threshold test bean, all subjects were
trained following the guidelines of selection and training of sensory panel members, as
described in ASTM Special Technical Publication 758 [132] and EN-13725 [133]. It should
be noted that subjects only observed one of the odorants per session in order to avoid
overwhelming their noses and diminishing their sense of smell.
The best estimate threshold test began with a 3-AFC presentation of the lowest
concentration step. From there, every other step was presented in ascending order until the
same step was detected twice by the subject. This portion of the assessment was deemed a
warm-up. After completing the warm-up, a 3-AFC presentation of the concentration step
immediately below the step detected twice in the warm-up was conducted. Each concentration
step past this point, again in ascending order, was presented to the subject until a step was
detected twice in a row. Once a step was detected twice, the 3-AFC presentations began for
each step in descending order until the subject reached their first incorrect answer. The switch
from ascending order to descending, or descending to ascending, was deemed a “turn”. The
process of presenting 3-AFC sets continued until seven turns had occurred, and the
concentration at each turn was recorded.
The odor threshold of an individual was determined by calculating the geometric mean
of all seven turn values. The odor threshold of the population was determined by calculating
the geometric mean of all subject thresholds. A high end and low end threshold value was
determined by calculating the 95% confidence interval of each individual’s threshold value.
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3.2.4 Odor Intensity Differentiation
An approach similar to the 3-AFC best estimate threshold assessment was taken to
determine which concentration was necessary for a subject to detect a difference between
increasing odor intensities. Determining the concentration needed for a correct detection could
show whether or not it is more difficult to detect a difference in a comparison of higher levels
of odor than those closer to one’s threshold. Knowledge of a population’s odor intensity
differentiation capabilities could also prove useful when wanting to predict at what
concentration subjects are likely to tell a difference between odors present in footwear.
The detection of differences in odor intensities began with a warm-up, conducted the same
way as the 3-AFC best estimate threshold test. A 3-AFC presentation using 2 blanks and the
step below the warm-up detection started the odor intensity differentiation test. Once a
concentration step was detected twice, it then became the new baseline odor (B1), replacing
the two water blanks (B0). Each step above the new baseline was then presented until a higher
concentration was detected twice in a row. The properly detected concentration step (D1) then
replaced the baseline odor vials (B1), transitioning the detected concentration to the next
baseline concentration (D1→B2). The process was repeated for a third time to produce a final
detected concentration value (D2). The entire assessment was done a total of 4 times for
sufficient data. An example of recorded data is represented in Table 9. C0 represents the starting
point for the 3-AFC presentations. C0 is concentration step directly below the step detected in
the warmup. The transition from detected concentrations to new baseline concentrations can
be observed between D0→B1 and D2→B2
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Table 9. Example of Odor Intensity Differentiation Setup and Data
Subject

Warmup

C0

B0

D0

B1

D1

B2

D2

X

0.28

0.14

0

0.56

0.56

2.25

2.25

4.5

Every baseline concentration was compared to its respective detected concentration for
each individual. The detection of difference in odor intensities for the population was
determined by calculating the geometric mean of the detected values for each baseline value
and comparing the geometric means to their respective baseline concentrations. An example
of actual recorded data is shown in Table 10. Geometric means of the detected concentrations
were calculated for each baseline concentration to provide data which represents the amount
of odor required to provoke an increased sensation of malodor to the population from an
already detected odor source. Note that some of the table’s cells are blank because the
geometric means are calculated for each different baseline concentration value.
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Table 10. Example of Averaging Baseline Data per Detected Concentration

Baseline Conc. (µg/mL)

Detected Conc. (µg/mL)

Geometric Mean

0.0088

0.035

0.04

0.0175

0.14

0.18

0.0175

0.07

0.0175

1.125

0.0175

0.14

0.0175

0.14

0.0350

0.14

0.14

3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Population
The odor panel population consisted of 12 total subjects (6 females, 6 males) whose
average age was 21 years old. All 12 subjects were trained for each compound range and tested
for their odor thresholds and odor intensity differentiation values.
3.3.2 Individual and Population Thresholds
Following the methods stated above, the thresholds of each individual and the entire
population was calculated and graphed. The geometric means of all seven turn values from the
threshold assessment were used to determine the odor threshold (Table 11). The population’s
average threshold for IA (0.48µg/mL) was considerably lower than the average for PA
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(31µg/mL), as expected. IA has already been noted as having a more pungent odor and smaller
threshold range than PA. Some individuals within the population were more or less sensitive
to both odors when compared to the population as a whole.

Table 11. Best Estimate Threshold Values for Individual Subjects and the Population
Subject
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
Pop.

IA Odor Threshold (µ g/mL)
0.54
0.74
0.45
1.85
0.45
0.23
0.22
0.45
2.48
0.17
0.40
0.27
0.48

PA Odor Threshold (µg/mL)
69.0
69.0
15.5
46.4
125.0
34.5
76.2
46.4
14.1
0.7
46.4
31.3
31.0

The geometric means were graphed with a 95% confidence interval to show a range
which represents a low end and high end value for where the actual odor threshold could be
located (Figure 14 and Figure 15). The confidence intervals appear to overlap for most member
s of the population for both compounds, suggesting a good fit overall within the assessed
population.
Noting the Y-axis in both figures, one can see that the entire population was more
sensitive to the IA odor than that of PA. Once more, the increased sensitivity to IA supports
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the idea that it is a more pungent compound and should be expected to be detected more easily
at lower concentrations than PA.
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Figure 14. IA Individual and Population Threshold Values Depicted with 95%
Confidence Intervals
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Figure 15. PA Individual and Population Threshold Values Depicted with 95%
Confidence Intervals
.
Subjects who had confidence intervals outside the realm of the rest of the population’s
intervals were considered to not be a good fit for this particular population, or outliers. For
example, subjects 4 and 9 for IA and subjects 3 and 10 for PA were either hyper-sensitive, or
not sensitive to the compounds compared to the population. To have a better fit for the
population’s data, the graphs were adjusted to be rid of outliers (Figure 16 & Figure 17) Doing
so will provide more accurate data for the chosen population.
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Figure 16. IA Odor Threshold Values Adjusted for Outliers
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Figure 17. PA Odor Threshold Values Adjusted for Outliers
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3.3.2.1 Calculating the ED50
The ED50 is defined as the effective dose at which 50% of an exposed population can
detect the stimulus presented to them. ED50 values can be calculated by probit models. Probit
models are defined by the Oxford Dictionary as regression models which the dependent
variables can only accept two values [134]. This binary regression model looks at data in a yes
or no fashion. For example, Subject 3 either did or did not detect concentration Step # 4. A
probit model may be used in conjunction with a dose-response curve to provide an estimate of
the ED50 value [80].
Dose-response curves were created for both IA and PA based on the low end odor
threshold values provided by the 95% confidence intervals of the population. If an individual’s
low end odor threshold value was greater than the concentration of a given step, the
concentration was considered detectable by that individual. If the low end threshold value was
less than a given concentration, it was considered undetectable. All concentrations used were
compared to the fraction of the population which could detect said concentrations. Because the
concentration steps were separated by a factor of two, the concentration values (X-axis) were
graphed on a logarithmic scale to make-up for exponential variance between steps (Figure 18
& Figure 19).
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Figure 18. IA dose-response curve
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Figure 19. PA Dose-response curve
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The ED50 of both odor dose-response curves could only be estimated as best as possible
by observing the concentration on the X-axis directly below the intersection of the 50%
gridline and the linear fit of the data set. The ED50 of IA and PA were estimated to be roughly
2.2µg/mL and 19µg/mL, respectively.
With the help of a larger population, one could have a much larger data set and
ultimately a better dose-response curve. Calculating the effective dosage of various population
proportions (EDx) requires finding the probit slope of the data present in a dose-response curve.
To do so, the related z-values and log (concentration) of the proportions needed are plotted. Zvalues can be calculated by finding the inverse of the standard normal cumulative distribution
for a percentage of the population.
A equation from linear line of fit in a plot of z vs log (concentration) will provide the
probit slope. The EDx of any proportion desired can then be determined using the respective
estimated ED50, z-value, and probit slope in the following equation:
(−(

𝐸𝐷𝑥 = 10

−𝑧
)−log(𝐸𝐷50)
𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒

Equation 1

An attempt was made to calculate the ED50 of the population using Equation 1,
however, there was not a large enough population to provide meaningful data points. The
possibility that it can be properly calculated by using model such as ANOVA® exists.
3.3.2.2 Comparing Gender Thresholds
The effect of one’s gender on the sense of smell has been debated and researched over
the years. While the general perception of the public is that women have a better sense of smell
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than men, it has been argued as of late that this statement is not entirely true. Women may have
a better sense of smell for certain odors than men, however, men may have an enhanced
sensitivity to other odors that women do not [91] [93] [98]. Gender has been documented to
have an effect on humanity’s sense of smell, yet the true cause for why that’s the case is still
not entirely known. Some believe it could be caused by the general physiological differences
between men and women.
Because gender has been suggested to have an impact on the sense of smell, the odor
thresholds of men and women were compared in this study. It should be noted that the
population tested was very small compared to normal gender study sample sizes (only six
males and six females were tested). The data resulting from the comparison is still useful, but
may not be an entirely accurate representation of how men and women throughout humanity
may detect either odor.
The male population (MP) seemed to be slightly more sensitive to IA and PA than both
the female (FP) and overall populations (P). However, the odor thresholds for the male and
female populations were nearly identical for PA (Figure 20 and Figure 21). The 95%
confidence interval of male subjects was lower than that of the female subjects; showing male
subjects had less variance in their detection of IA
The slight difference in odor thresholds for IA could be caused by gender-based
physiological differences, error in creating the concentration ranges, or they could be
correlated to previous exposures prior to the odor panel. Most male subjects described the odor
of IA similar to one they have experienced on multiple occasions when smelling their own
recreational or sporting goods equipment. The female subjects were familiar with the odor as
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well, but never compared it to something they had experienced on multiple occasions before
the odor panel.

Odor Threshold (µg/mL)

1.0
0.8
0.6

0.4
0.2
0.0
P vs MP

P vs FP

MP vs FP

Figure 20. IA Odor Thresholds of Female and Male Populations Compared to the
Overall Population
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150.0
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Figure 21. PA Odor Thresholds of Female and Male Populations Compared to the
Overall Population

To test whether or not these odor thresholds were statistically different, the values were
put through a t-test assuming unequal variances. The comparisons of the overall population to
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the male population, the overall population to the female population, and male population to
female population all proved to be statistically indifferent. The P-values generated by t-test
were all greater that the alpha (ɑ) value of 0.05, meaning they had no statistical significant
difference. Although no difference was seen between the two genders in regards to detection,
odor identity did appear to take place more often with male subjects than females. Subjects
were not required to identify the odors, however, most male subjects arbitrarily mentioned that
IA was familiar to them and was linked to a previous odor from sportswear and gym bags.
3.3.3 Individual and Population Odor Intensity Differentiation
Odor thresholds are used to determine at what point someone detects an odor. Odor
intensity differentiation is used to determine a what point an individual can detect a difference
in the intensity of an odor. For example, if a shoe already smells at a certain concentration, at
what point does one detect that it smells worse? Having the knowledge of odor intensity
differentiation for a population can assist in determining by what factor an odor may increase
in, for example, a shoe before said population could notice a difference for the worse. Once a
factor of increase is determined, the data could potentially be correlated to quantified
measurements of odor found in shoes worn over time. Theoretically, if foot odor compounds
such as IA and PA increase by a factor of 2 or 4 in a span of four weeks of wear, one could
attempt to associate the odor intensity differentiation factor to the analytically quantified factor
of increase in odor and argue whether or not a subject would most likely notice an increase in
the odor.
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Subjects were tested using the odor intensity differentiation method stated in the
materials and methods section. By comparing the odors of detected concentrations
corresponding to baseline concentrations one could potentially see how many concentration
steps, increasing by a factor of two each time, it took for a subject to detect a difference in
intensity of either odor. Odor intensity differentiation was assessed f throughout the IA and PA
concentration ranges to see if subjects had more difficulty distinguishing intensity between
lower concentrations or higher concentrations. The results from the experiment are shown in

# Conc. Steps (Factor of 2)

Figure 22 and Figure 23.
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Figure 22. IA baseline concentrations vs the number of concentration steps (by factor of
two) needed to reach the next detectable concentration
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Figure 23. PA baseline concentrations vs the number of concentration steps (by factor
of two) needed to reach the next detectable concentration

The number of concentration steps between a baseline and its detected concentration
were plotted against the baseline concentrations. The data set does not properly depict the
population’s ability to differentiate between odor intensities, especially with regard to the
higher concentrations. The factor of two separating each step was ultimately too large to
accurately gauge a subject’s ability to differentiate odor intensities. The differences detected
in the lower concentrations may provide some insight into the perception of odor intensity.
However, because each step was doubled from the last the higher concentrations were more
easily detected, not because it was easier for a subject to differentiate between odors well above
their thresholds per se, but more so because there was more of each compound physically
present for the individual to detect.
Moving forward in this line of research, one could adjust this method in two ways to
be more useful. The first is to consider using factors below two to separate each concentration
step. A factor of two has shown to be too great. By only increasing each step by 50% rather
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doubling it, and increasing the size of the concentration range, one could narrow in on a
concentration factor more suitable for showing odor intensity differentiation.
The second way is to consider increasing concentrations from a set point in the range,
above the odor threshold, increasing it by small increments. For example, one could increase
IA from 0.35µg/mL to 1µg/mL by increments of 0.1µg/mL. Rather than convert each detected
concentration to the next baseline concentration in the sequence, it may be reasonable to
increase the concentration from a single set point for each rep. Both considerations could
improve this method of testing odor intensity differentiation.

3.4. Conclusions
In conclusion, best estimate thresholds have been determined within this population for
both IA and PA. Statistically, the differences in the odor thresholds between the overall
population and the genders are significantly different (IA: 0.48µg/mL and PA: 31µg/mL).
However, it is much more difficult to say the same significance translates into the physical
perception of the odors. Error involved in creating the range of concentrations to determine a
population’s threshold makes it less likely that the thresholds are indeed significantly different
in a real world setting. A population this small could not show a significant amount data to
speak for large populations or humanity as a whole, however, it can provide insight to how
both odor compounds are detected. A much larger population should be used in future research
endeavors for IA and PA odor panels.
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Based on the existing research, the ED50 can only be a best estimate at this time due to
the lack of data points utilized in the dose-response curves for both compounds. Perhaps an
ED50, or other levels of effective doses, could be more accurately measured and calculated with
a much larger population. More subjects in future works can lead to a greater number of data
points which will ultimately provide a wider range of response values. Having more response
values can build a better dose-response curve and better linearity in the much-needed probit
slope.
Odor intensity differentiation tells at what concentration one may detect a difference in
odor intensity (e.g. whether or not something smells better worse). The moving baselinedetection method used to assess this population’s ability to differentiate between odor
intensities was unsuccessful. Although we have some insight at lower concentrations as to how
many concentration steps it may take for detection of changing odor intensity, the high
concentrations seemed to cause a lack of differentiation. The lesson learned was that the factor
of two by which each concentration step was separated was too great to accurately depict the
ability to perceive difference in intensity. The four greatest baseline concentrations only
required one concentration step to notice a difference. It has since been predicted that this
decrease in steps needed to detect a difference was not caused by an ease of differentiation at
higher concentrations, but rather that there was more physically present to smell. Suggestions
for improving the method include decreasing the factor between steps and increasing the range
of concentrations, or having a set start point and increasing concentrations by small increments
(not necessarily in exponential fashion). Either could prove useful for honing in on appropriate
concentrations to test future subjects’ ability to distinguish odor intensities.
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Chapter 4. Analytical Quantification of Key Odor Compounds Found in
Footwear
4.1. Introduction and Background
All human beings have experienced some level of foot odor. The problem of chronic
or intense foot odor is often associated with footwear and how shoes are an optimal
environment for the production of unpleasant odors. Advancements in footwear technology
have made shoes built to last. Shoes of any kind may have the stamina and ability to maintain
great functionality, yet they are often thrown away due to their unhygienic nature. Ultimately,
intense and long lasting malodor can determine the lifespan of one’s shoes. Because foot odor
is considered a social taboo in most cultures, and can limit the lifespan of consumer products,
the footwear industry has begun investigating how to fix the issue. With a drastic increase in
odor combatant technology for footwear in recent years, there is a need for an accurate
measurement methodology to fully assess the efficiencies of anti-odor and antimicrobial
products. Current methodology, including odor panels and microbial testing, can provide some
insight to how well anti-odor and antimicrobial technology works, but they have their
limitations.
Odor panels provide subjective feedback, giving important information regarding the
consumer population. However, odor panels can be costly, time consuming, and are susceptible
to changes in personnel which may provide false feedback regarding the efficacy of a
treatment. Microbial testing can be useful but assumes that the lack of bacteria is equivalent to
a lack in odor, which is not always the case. A method capable of quantifying odor compounds
can provide an accurate objective result regarding the efficacy of odor-combatant treatments.
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This objective result may have the potential to correlate to the subjective testing of odor panels,
allowing for an all-around subjective-objective assessment of odor treatments.
Foot odor is created when organic compounds are secreted from eccrine and sebaceous
glands and degraded into volatile short-chain fatty acids by bacteria residing on the skin[1].
Several compounds come together to make what is so often perceived as foot malodor,
however, three compounds in particular seem to be key: isovaleric acid, propionic acid, and
acetic acid. Recent studies have shown that the malodor obtained from normal plantar skin is
composed of 85.1% acetic acid, 7.7% propionic acid, 2.3% isovaleric acid, and 4.9% other
minor carboxylic chains. Isovaleric acid is considered the main culprit of perceived foot odor
because its odor detection threshold is nearly 1/2000th that of acetic acid, yet it makes up
roughly 2% of the general foot odor composition [8][2]. A very low sensory detection threshold
means isovaleric acid packs pungencies in the smallest of quantities. In fact, the intensity of
foot odor seems to be related to the amount of isovaleric present on the foot, while propionic
acid and acetic acid provide a somewhat less pungent, but additional, cheesy and sweaty odor
respectively[3].
The focus of this research endeavor was to create an analytical method capable of
quantifying acetic acid (AA), propionic acid (PA), and isovaleric acid (IA) in used footwear.
The capability to detect and quantify these particular compounds can give rise to an accurate
objective test method for correlating the amount of malodor in shoes to subjective test methods,
such as odor panels.
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4.2. Materials and Methods
4.2.1 Materials and Chemicals
Fisher Chemical GC Resolv grade acetone (99.7% assay) was used as a solvent. Aldrich
Chemistry isovaleric acid (99%), Sigma-Aldrich propionic acid (99.5%), and Fisher Chemical
HPLC grade glacial acetic acid (99.7%) were used as neat sources for the odor compounds in
question. Fisher Chemical Silica gel was used as the adsorbent for air sampling purposes.
4.2.2 Sample Preparation Procedure
A simple, nondestructive, low-cost air sampling method and correlating analytical
method to quantify foot odor compounds in shoes was sought after. The idea was intended to
provide an objective result regarding the efficacy of malodor treatments in footwear which can
be used in conjunction with existing microbial assessment and odor panel methods for a more
all-around accurate assessment.
4.2.2.1 Air Sampling Technique
Passive air sampling was conducted by using a 12” x 18” nylon heat seal arson evidence
collection bag provided by Arrowhead Forensics (Lenexa, KS), small personal O2 Cool™ fan
and open sorbent bed to collect odor compounds. A mixture of acetic, propionic, and isovaleric
acids was spiked on aluminum weigh dishes and unused shoe liners to assess collection
efficiency of the technique. Fisher Brand low form, fluted aluminum weighing dishes (42mL)
and new shoe liners were spiked with 20µg and 100µg of isovaleric acid, propionic acid, and
acetic acid to simulate an estimated range of odor masses expected to be seen in worn footwear.
Once samples were spiked and the fan was turned on, the bags were heat sealed using a
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Powerseal 580 watt heat sealer (Model no. TC1012). The samples were then left for 5, 10, and
20 hour time increments. All durations were tested in triplicate with spiked pans and shoe
liners. Eventually subject-worn shoes were tested using the optimal sampling duration
determined by the spiked assessments.
4.2.2.1.1 Spiked Weigh Dish
A small personal fan, an open aluminum weigh dish housing 200mg (±0.5mg) of silica
gel, and a separate aluminum dish spiked with either 20µg or 100µg of the AA, PA, IA solution
were sealed in a collection bag (Figure 24). After a specified amount of time the bag was cut
open to turn off the fan, remove the spiked samples, and retrieve the sorbent material for
extraction. Most, if not all, of the odor solution was expected to volatilize as the aluminum
dish should lack binding sights for the compounds to attach and linger. The pan was used to
assess recovery conditions within the collection bag with little to no resistance hindering the
carboxylic acids from volatilizing into the air and being blown into the collection media.
Estimating full return, the results could show if the bag is absorbing any of the odor compounds
during testing or if the compounds are simply not collected well using this particular fan setup.
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Figure 24. Air sampling a spiked weigh dish

4.2.2.1.2 Spiked Shoe Liner
The same process outlined in 2.2.1.1 was used to prepare the bags. Instead of a spiked
aluminum dish, however, an unused shoe liner (Men’s US 9) was spiked in each test (Figure
25). Due to their size and shape, the shoe liners were spiked with 20µg or 100µg odor solution
near the toe and the fan was placed to rest on top of the liner near the heel, as to blow in the
direction of the toe where the spiked solution was placed. The sorbent material was placed as
best as possible near the toe as to allow airflow carrying the volatile compounds to immediately
hit the open sorbent bed. The shoe liner was expected to retain some of the odor solution
because its makeup of synthetic fibers atop to the liner has many binding sites available for the
carboxylic acids[4]. If bound to the liner, the compounds are less likely to volatilize into the
air where they can be blown into the collection media. The liner provided a more realistic test
of how a worn shoe may be sampled, while providing a recovery percentage for the compounds
should some of them be captured by the liner, rather than volatilized.
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Figure 25. Air Sampling a Spiked Shoe Liner

4.2.2.1.3 Used Footwear
The small personal fan was placed inside the worn shoe, with the fan intake housed
inside the shoe and the output pointed toward the heel of the shoe (Figure 26). The shoe was
then placed on its side in the bag and sealed away. Placement of the fan drew air from the toe
of shoe and blew odor compounds from inside toward the heel of the shoe and out into the
sealed bag where it would theoretically be collected. The sorbent bed was placed as best as
possible near the heel of the shoe before sealing the bag.
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Figure 26. Air Sampling a Worn Running Shoe

4.2.2.2 Odor Compound Isolation by Liquid Extraction
Odor compounds were collected onto to 200mg (±0.5mg) of silica gel bedded in an
open aluminum weighing dish. After air sampling, the heat sealed bag was cut open and the
sorbent was transferred to a 5-mL screw top glass vial. The silica gel was extracted by 4mL of
acetone for 15 minutes. After a gentle shake to mix the solution, the contents of the 5-mL vial
were transferred to a 3-mL PTFE syringe accompanied by a 0.45µm PTFE filter. The first
0.5mL of the solution was forced through the filter into a waster container, the remaining
1.5mL were filtered into a 2-mL amber HPLC vial and capped with a septum screw top.
4.2.3 Chromatographic Analysis
The amount of each odor compound was estimated by using gas chromatography with
flame ionization detection (GC-FID; Agilent 7890A). Quantification of extracts was
performed by injecting 1µL of the sample into a Stabilwax® -DA column (30 m x 0.25 mmID,
0.25 µm film thickness; Restek). Helium (grade 5.0) was used as a carrier gas. One microliter
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of the sample was injected by an autosampler. The inlet was set in splitless mode while housing
a Cyclo Double Taper Gooseneck SKY™ Liner (4mm x6.5 x 78.5). The inlet temperature was
230°C, pressure 15.353, total flow 64.5mL/min, septum purge flow 3mL/min, and purge flow
split to vent 60mL/min at 0.5 min. The following temperature program was applied: 40°C for
0.75 min then 25°C/min to 200°C for 2 min.
Peak identification was carried out by comparing the GC retention data of the extracts to the
retention data of known calibration standards.
The GC-FID was calibrated using a standard solution of all three compounds of interest. The
working solutions were obtained by serial dilution of the stock solution with acetone to obtain
the following concentrations of analytes: 0.5µg/mL, 1µg/mL, 5µg/mL, 10µg/mL, and
25µg/mL.

4.3. Results and Discussion
The results were promising for providing a simple, non-destructive method which
collected quantifiable amounts of key odor-causing compounds from worn shoes. However,
there did seem to be issues with the sensitivity of the instrument to the volatile compounds.
Although results appeared inaccurate at times for sampling efficiency, optimization of the
process can be performed. The sensitivity of the instrument may be at its best, but the amount
of odor compounds actually present in the extract is depicted below preferred peak areas at
times. The lack of instrument sensitivity for the compounds may be problematic when
attempting to sample shoes which may smell bad to a human nose but have very little mass of
the short-chain carboxylic acids present. For the time being, the human nose has greater
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sensitivity than the instrumentation. However, optimization of the extraction process and the
analytical method could help to narrow the gap between nose and instrument sensitivity.
4.3.1 Passive Air Sampling Technique
Acetic, propionic, and isovaleric acids were all assessed for how efficiently they were
collected by silica gel in the passive sampling environment of the heat sealed evidence
collection bag with the fan. The efficacy of collection was first assessed by spiking a pan,
which should have allowed nearly full volatility of the compounds to occur. Theoretically, the
solution should have completely evaporated and the results of percent returned could indicate
poor collection or the adsorption of the compounds into the plastic bag. Results should also
show an optimal sampling duration.
The effects of spiking shoe liners were then assessed to provide an idea of how testing
worn footwear would fair. A decrease in the amount of odor compounds returned was
expected, as the synthetic materials present on the liner are capable of binding the odor,
preventing volatilization. Each vessel was sampled for 5, 10, and 20 hours to monitor a range
of times that may provide an idea of optimal sampling durations. Finally, a worn shoe was
sampled to assess the method as it would be applied for future research.
4.3.1.1 Sampling Spiked Vessels
Compared to check standards for 20µg or 100µg at each time frame, the most efficient
duration of sampling appeared to be 20 hours (Figure 27. Sampling Efficiency of Passive Air
Sampling Method in Bag Environment across a Range of Possible Sampling Durations (Low
End) (Figure 27 and Figure 28). As expected, the liner samples showed a decrease in percent
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returned compared to the pan samples, suggesting it does indeed hold on to some of the odor.
The pan samples did not yield a nearly full return for either spiked mass in any duration. The
lack of return may be due to adsorption by the bag, or poor circulation by the fan. Duration of
sampling past 20 hours is most likely unnecessary as the data suggested the return begins to
even out, rather than continue to increase as sampling continues from 10 to 20 hours.

Figure 27. Sampling Efficiency of Passive Air Sampling Method in Bag Environment
across a Range of Possible Sampling Durations (Low End)
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Figure 28. Sampling Efficiency of Passive Air Sampling Method in Bag Environment
across a Range of Possible Sampling Durations (High End)

4.3.1.2 Sampling a Worn Shoe
A running shoe worn for 10 miles per week for three weeks was sampled for 20 hours.
The collection media was extracted with 4mL of acetone for 15 minutes. Results from the
chromatogram in Figure 29 showed the presence of 33.46µg of acetic acid, 6.09µg of propionic
acid, and 8.11µg of isovaleric acid. Considering the shoe was worn extensively and was
considered to smell rather bad, the results indicate a need to readjust the mass range in which
the compound recovery was assessed. Knowing the amount of compounds in a real-world
sample are lower than those expected in previous work, solvent extraction and instrument
sensitivity should be optimized further.
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Figure 29. Chromatogram of a Subject-Worn Shoe

4.3.2 Extraction of Acetic, Propionic, and Isovaleric Acids from Silica Gel
The extraction efficiency of acetone as a solvent was validated by comparing the
amount of extracted compounds from various spiked silica gel beds to their corresponding
spiked check standards. Both 20µg and 100µg spikes were evaluated in triplicate for 0, 15, 30,
45, and 60 min intervals (Figure 30 and Figure 31). Results indicate that a 15 minute extraction
is sufficient enough for a ≥90% return on for all three compounds. Time intervals past 15
minutes showed no significant change regarding the extraction of 20µg, but the 30 minute and
45 minute durations did have an increase in extraction efficiency for 100µg collection, jumping
to roughly 100% extraction.
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Figure 30. Extraction Efficiency of Low End Expected Masses for Various Durations
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Figure 31. Extraction Efficiency of High End Expected Masses for Various Durations
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4.3.2.1 Dilution Optimization
The 4mL extraction proved quite efficient for collection of odor compounds from the
adsorbent media; however, some peak areas from the chromatogram were much lower than
preferred. To improve instrument sensitivity and avoid mistaking the presence of odor
compounds with background noise, a 2mL extraction process was investigated. Theoretically,
extracting with 2mL as opposed to 4mL would double the response of the instrument because
analytes were diluted by half. Results show a 2mL extraction of the silica gel is comparable to
the extraction efficiency of 4mL, wherein a ≥90% return was seen for all three compounds at

% Recovered

20µg and 100µg (Figure 32).
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Figure 32. 4mL Extraction vs 2mL Extraction Efficiency

The 2mL extraction volume increased sensitivity in the GC-FID results. The peak areas
of samples extracted by 2mL nearly doubled those of 4mL extracted samples (Figure 33). With
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an increase in instrument sensitivity and an extraction efficiency of ≥90%, a 2mL extraction
volume should be considered for all future sample extractions.

Figure 33. GC-FID Sensitivity of 2mL Extraction (Left) and 4mL Extraction (Right)

4.3.3 Gas Chromatography-Flame Ionization Detector (GC-FID) Analysis Method
The gas chromatography method was validated by calibrating the instrument with a
solution containing acetic acid, propionic acid and isovaleric acid at concentrations of 0.5, 1,
5, 10, 25µg/mL. The calibration curves produced for each compound resulted in an R2 value
of 0.999, showing sufficient linearity (Figure 34).
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Figure 34. Calibration Curves for Acetic (AA), Propionic (PA), and Isovaleric Acids
(IA)

The 0.5µg/mL standard was sampled 8 times and the standard deviation of the sample
set was calculated. Following 𝑳𝑶𝑫 =

𝟑𝒙𝑺𝒕𝒅𝑫𝒆𝒗
𝑺𝒍𝒐𝒑𝒆

and 𝑶𝑸 =

𝟏𝟎𝒙𝑺𝒕𝒅𝑫𝒆𝒗
𝑺𝒍𝒐𝒑𝒆

, the limit of detection

(LOD) and limit of quantitation (LOQ) were determined. An acetone blank was sampled 8
times as well to investigate the influence of background noise. The signal detection limit (SDL)
was calculated following𝑺𝑫𝑳 = 𝜸𝒃𝒍𝒂𝒏𝒌 + (𝟑𝒙𝒔); where 𝜸𝒃𝒍𝒂𝒏𝒌 is the average of the blanks’
peak areas and (s) is the standard deviation of the 8 calibration standard peak areas.
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Table 12. Determination of Limit of Detection (LOD) and Limit of Quantitation (LOQ)
Foot Odor Compounds
0.5µg/mL Avg
0.5µg/mL Std Dev
Signal Detection Limit
LOD (µg/mL)
LOQ (µg/mL)

Acetic Acid
Propionic Acid
Isovaleric Acid
Area Conc. (µg/mL) Area Conc. (µg/mL) Area Conc. (µg/mL)
1.1499
0.6263
1.6189
0.6876
2.3912
0.7625
0.0365
0.0181
0.0472
0.0138
0.0681
0.0147
0.3001
0.2696
0.6337
0.0544
0.0414
0.0441
0.3649
0.138
0.147

Low standard deviation values indicate high repeatability for the analytical method.
The minimum detectable signal for each compound is no less than 0.30 (AA), 0.27 (PA), and
0.63 (IA), while the lowest quantifiable concentrations are 0.36 (AA), 0.14(PA), and 0.15 (IA).
Any peak area below the signal detection limit should not be considered detectable, and any
concentration below the LOQ value should not be considered quantifiable results (Table 12).
4.4. Conclusions
4.4.1 Air Sampling Technique
Odor compound return was yielded and seems promising for future optimization. The
sampling environment may be the main issue; either the bag is not suitable for these volatile
compounds or the setup of air circulation is not guiding the odor compounds to the collection
media. Alternate environments such as metal arson evidence collection canisters may need
consideration moving forward, as opposed to plastics which may bind to and capture the odor
themselves.
The shoe liner was proven to decrease the return of the compounds, most likely by
providing binding sites for the carboxylic acids. A decrease in return yielded should be kept in
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mind for future testing, as a nearly full return of the compounds (spiked of naturally deposited)
does not seem plausible as long as the liner is composed of synthetics or other textiles capable
of capturing and preventing volatilization. The lack of significant increase in collection from
10 hour to 20 hours, for both 20µg and 100µg, shows 20 hour collection should be sufficient
enough for thorough sampling. Overall, true results were observed and validated for a subjectworn shoe, showing both the passive sampling and analytical methods are a decent base to
build upon in future endeavors.
In regards to application for later use in comparing the detected concentrations to odor
scores, one can argue that as long as the sample collection and recovery for each compound
returns the same proportionate amount of the odor actually present, the data can still be
relatable to odor scores. Full collection and recovery of the odor present is not necessarily
needed, only decent returns for quantification and small deviations amongst the population are
required when using the data in this capacity. Having full return for collection and recovery
would be most beneficial for accurate responses and quantification by the GC-FID method and
thus the method should be further optimized, however, for the time being any data found by
the method is applicable for this research.
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Chapter 5. Foot Odor: Analytical Quantification and Corresponding Odor
Panels for an Athletic Shoe Wear Trial
5.1. Introduction and Background
Wear trials are used as subjective sensory tests for consumer products. The senses being
tested may vary depending on the product’s applications. Usually in the textile industry, wear
trials are used to assess the hand, fit, comfort, and function of a garment. While performing
wear trials, subjects are surveyed so assessors have record of the subjective responses to
particular areas of interest. Subjects may be asked, for example, if a workout garment felt
comfortable, helped them feel cooler, or smelled bad after use. Wear trials are important tools
because they provide both real-world application of a product and insight into an end-user’s
sensory responses towards the product.
For this research endeavor, a wear trial was conducted for athletic running shoes. The
main focus of the trial was to have the shoes worn in a real-world application in order to collect
both subjective and objective data regarding the accumulation of odor over time and use. The
wear trial was accompanied by a set of odor panels, as well as air sampling and analysis.
Odor panels are another type of sensory assessment in which assessors ask subjects to
smell products of interest. The results from odor panels can be both subjective (odor intensity
ranking) and objective (odor thresholds). The odor panels for isovaleric acid and propionic
acid, discussed in previous sections, were used to collect objective data. However, the odor
panels associated with this wear trial were used to provide subjective data regarding foot odor
in worn shoes. Subjects were asked to rank the shoes based on how bad they smelled after each
week of use. They were also asked to characterize the odor using their own descriptors. By
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ranking and describing the shoe odor throughout the wear trial, one can establish whether or
not subjects perceived a change in odor over time.
Chemical analysis, in conjunction with an established air sampling method, was used
to collect objective data regarding the presence of key odor compounds in the shoes. The
concentrations of the most abundantly detected compounds acetic acid (AA), isovaleric acid
(IA), and propionic acid (PA) were determined for each shoe worn throughout the wear trial.
Knowing the amount of odor compounds which accumulate over time and use in a shoe can
be useful for determining if the odor can be detected by end-users. The known concentrations
of odor have potential to be compared to odor thresholds established for the key odor
compounds, as well as correlation to the subjective rankings provided for the shoes.

5.2. Materials and Methods
5.2.1 Materials and Chemicals
Participants were provided with running shoes, including one style which is
commercially available and one style which is a prototype. Silica gel (Fisher Chemical 60/80)
was used as the adsorbent for air sampling purposes. GC Resolv Grade acetone (Fisher
Chemical 99.7% assay) was used as a solvent.

5.2.2. 1 Wear Trial
Participants were provided with running shoes from the research sponsor. Of the 15
participants, 5 participants wore a pair of commercially available shoes, while the remaining
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10 participants wore a pair of a prototype design. All participants wore their shoes without
socks (only barefoot) the entirety of the study Each person wearing a pair of the prototype
design donned a treated and an untreated shoe; the treatment being a proprietary anti-microbial
technology that was not disclosed . Half of the prototype population wore the treated shoe on
the left foot, and the other half donned the treated shoe on the right foot. Participants ran in the
shoes, unknowing of the use of any treatments. Hence forth, shoe types will be designated as
A

treated,

A

control,

and B for the treated prototype, control prototype, and the commercially

available respectively (Table 13).

Table 13. Shoe Style Reference
Name

Description

Shoe A Treated

Prototype running shoe with malodor treatment

Shoe A Control

Prototype running shoe without malodor treatment

Shoe B

Commercially available running shoe

All participants were asked to run 10-15 miles per week for 4 weeks straight. The shoes
were to be worn for a minimum of one hour, each time they were used. Participants wore a
Fitbit Zip™ to record their number of steps and total distance ran each time. Participants were
also asked to record the total time they spent wearing the shoes, the total time they spent
running in the shoes, and the terrain they ran after each use.
All shoes were kept in lockers provided for each subject, so as to keep each pair of shoes
together, but separated from the others. They were stored at ambient conditions, within the
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same room, between uses to avoid external environmental influence on the results of the
analytical and odor panel assessments.
5.2.2.2 Odor Panel Procedure
Subjects participated in both a personal and group odor panel to assess each subject’s
thoughts on not only their own shoes, but the shoes of everyone else in the study. The group
odor panel provided an average population score for each shoe, while the personal odor scores
were used to simulate what a consumer may think of their own shoes as they ran in them.
Subjects were trained prior to any subjective assessments by exposing them several
times to a never-before-used shoe, a gently used somewhat smelly shoe, and a used,
significantly odorous shoe. The never-before-used shoe was meant to represent a score of 1-2
on the odor panel scale, the gently used shoe represented a score of 2-3, and the last shoe
represented a score of 3-4. A score of 5, if ever perceived, would be represented by an odor
worse than those perceived in the training exercises.
Subjects smelled the shoes before their first use to establish an initial odor score, and
then smelled the shoes every week after to record any changes in odor.

5.2.2.1.1 Personal Odor Panel Procedure
Subjects were asked to smell and rate their own shoes after each use. All shoes were
rated on a scale of 1-5; 1 being a new shoe smell, while 5 represented the worst smell. Shoes
were smelled prior to the last run of each week to simulate a consumer smelling their worn
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shoes after they had been stored for some time (e.g. left in a locker or gym bag). Scores were
recorded on provided charts (See Appendix A and Appendix B).
5.2.2.1.2 Group Odor Panel
All subjects were also asked to gather for a final run at the same time each week.
Immediately after the final run for the week, shoes were collected from the participants and
placed in shoe covers, as seen in hospitals or clean rooms (Figure 35). The covers were laid
out in clean ambient conditions at least 24 hours prior to use to help volatilize any perceived
industrial odors. Once covered, shoes were spread out amongst a large lab setting for a blind
group odor panel. Shoes were placed in a predetermined order unknown to participants each
week.

Figure 35. Wear Trial Odor Panel Participant
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Once set up, participants were asked to don nitrile gloves to avoid any contact with the
worn shoe, and to prevent smelling any additional odors that may have been on their hands.
Participants were also given sheets to record their odor scores for each shoe (Appendix B), as
well as a sealed sandwich bag with a few coffee beans. The beans could be used to cleanse
their odor palates between each shoe if needed.
Participants were asked to take a normal sniff near the opening of the shoe, pause, take
a second sniff, and then record their rating and odor-description for each shoe. The same 1-5
ranking system from the personal panel was used in the group panel. Subjects had already been
trained with new and used shoes during the personal odor panels throughout the week.
Upon the completion of the group odor panel, the shoes were processed for air sampling.
5.2.3 Air Sampling and Chemical Analysis Procedure
A simple, nondestructive, low-cost air sampling method and corresponding analytical
method to quantify foot odor compounds in the shoes were utilized. The quantitative analysis
was intended to provide an objective result regarding the concentrations of AA, IA, and PA
present in the worn footwear. As detailed in Chapter 4 the air sampling methodology consisted
of placing the shoes in nylon heat seal arson evidence collection bags along with a fan and
silica-gel-filled dishes. The bags were then sealed and allowed to sit for approximately 20
hours. After sampling, the silica gel was extracted with4 mL of acetone solvent and the shoes
were returned to storage. Once properly extracted, the extract solution was filtered and
analyzed via gas chromatography/flame ionization detector (GC-FID). Following an
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established method (see Chapter 4), the instrument was able to quantify the concentrations of
AA, IA, and PA extracted from the silica gel sorbent bed.

5.3. Results and Discussion
5.3.1 Wear Trial Population & Running Data
The wear trial population consisted of 15 subjects (2 females, 13 males). Subjects
wearing Shoe A (the prototype shoe with and without treatment) were limited to a US Men’s
size 9 due to manufacturer availabilities and consisted of 2 females and 8 males. Subjects
wearing Shoe B (the commercially available shoe) were split between a US Men’s size 9 and
10 (3 size 9’s, 2 size 10’s), and consisted of 5 males. Subjects ranged from 20 to 30 years old,
the average being 21 years of age.
The average running distance for the overall population maintained nearly 13 miles per
week for the entire study. The Shoe B population consistently ran farther on average than the
Shoe A population each week, although the difference was less than 2 miles each time. The
Shoe A population maintained the 10 mile requirement but ran less in week 3 than the 13 mile
average because of an illness experienced by multiple members of the prototype population.
By the end of the study the two shoe populations had covered over 50 miles in distance.
The average running duration for the overall population was maintained above 140
minutes per week throughout the study, with the exception of a drop in running time in week
3 (again, due to illness). Once again, the Shoe B population ran for longer periods of time more
consistently than the Shoe A population. Keep in mind that running duration differs from total
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time worn. Running duration measures how much time a subject had ran in the shoes, whereas
total time worn refers to how much time the shoes had spent on the subject’s feet. As a
reminder, subjects were asked to spend an hour in the shoes each time, not run for an hour. On
average, each of the two populations accumulated over 500 minutes of running time in the
shoes.
Total time worn began with the donning of the shoes, and did not stop until they had
been removed. Therefore, time used to walk, stop, lace, or unlace the shoes is considered part
of total time worn. There was no significant time difference between the Shoe A and Shoe B
populations for the first two weeks, however, the Shoe B population accumulated more time
in the shoes over the Shoe population over the last two weeks. The difference in cycle 3 may
have been due to a lack of running from some participants in the Shoe A population who had
grown ill. The difference in week 4 is a continuation of that lost time from week 3.
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Figure 36. Cumulative Time Worn for each Population over the Study
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Overall, the population on average was able to complete the requirements of wearing
the shoes for an hour each use and for running a minimum of 10 miles per week. Some
individuals were unable to complete the 10-mile requirement within cycle 3 due to illness,
however, they did still maintain an hours’ time in the shoes for each use.
To avoid issues of illness and fatigue from subjects in future testing, a larger population
should be used. With a larger population, shortcomings in the performance of some subjects
can either be removed from the population data or made up for by others within the population.
Unfortunately, a smaller population was needed for this particular study due to the restraint in
provided resources. The search for volunteers was limited by the availability of the number of
shoes, shoe size, and time. If at all possible, the population should be more balanced in regard
to age and gender. Expanding the population to balance the two could allow for more
reasonable comparisons between male and female runners, as well as younger and older
runners. The population should also be more evenly distributed among the product types within
the study. Results, moving forward, could be skewed because the A population was twice that
of the B population and the untreated population was double the treated population.
Despite some setbacks, the overall set up of the wear trial did appear to show promise
for determining changes in odor, both subjectively and objectively.
5.3.2 Subjective Findings
Average odor scores were determined for the group and personal odor panels for each
cycle. The same overall trend of increased odor was seen in both panels as expected (Figure
37 and Figure 38).
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Figure 37. Average Odor Scores for Personal for Each Cycle (Week) of the Wear Trial
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Figure 38. Average Odor Scores for Group Odor Panels for Each Cycle (Week) of the
Wear Trial

However, difference in odor perception can be observed. In general, all three shoes
(ATreated, ACtrl, and B) were rated higher in odor by the group panel than the personal panel,
with the exception of the B shoes in later weeks. The difference may be attributed to the fact
that people are often desensitized to their own odors. The personal panels were based on what
people thought of their own shoes. If desensitized, subjects were less likely to think their shoes
smelled as bad. Of course, population size may play a factor in the difference as well. The
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personal panel only required one person to smell each pair of shoes, while the group panel
allowed for 15 people to smell each pair of shoes. Because the group and personal panel trends
are very similar and only differ mildly in average odor scores, the remainder of the paper will
refer to group panel data when discussing average odor scores.
According to the average odor score data over the span of the 4-week wear trial, the Btype shoe became perceived overall as the most odorous shoe. The A-style shoes, treated or
not, maintained a perception of less odor than B –style shoes each week (
Table 14). By cycle 2, the B-type shoe was perceived slightly worse than the A-type
shoes and never wavered. In fact, by cycle 4 the B shoe was scored a full odor rank higher than
the A shoes on average.

Table 14. Average Group Odor Scores for Each Shoe and Treatment Type

Cycle
1
2
3
4

Average Group Odor Scores
A-Treated
A-Ctrl
1.6
2.0
2.1
2.4

1.5
2.0
2.5
2.5

B
1.6
2.0
2.5
2.9

Comparing the treated and untreated shoes, the two were nearly identical in odor
perception scores each week. A paired t-test conducted on the two A-types shows they were
never significantly different, in statistical fashion, in any of the cycles. At a glance, it appears
the odor treatment was not the effective factor in diminishing the perception of odor compared
to the B-type shoes.
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To assess the effects on the average odor scores by variables involved with the wear of
the shoes, the average odor scores were plotted against cumulative total time worn, cumulative
running duration, and cumulative distance ran (Figure 39,Figure 40, and Figure 41). When
graphed, odor scores had shown a very similar linear trend in response to all three major
variables. As distance, running duration, and total time increased, so did the average odor
scores for the shoes.
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Figure 39. Average Odor Score for Shoe A vs Cumulative Total Time Worn
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Figure 40. Average Odor Score for Shoe A vs Running Duration
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Figure 41Average Odor Score for Shoe A vs Cumulative Distance Ran
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Because the trends were all extremely close in linearity, it was determined that the
scores could be justifiably plotted against total time worn to show differences amongst the
shoes. As expected, the cumulative distance ran was believed to be a function of the total time

Cumulative Distance (Miles)

worn (i.e. the longer someone spent in the shoes, the farther they ran) (Figure 42).
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Figure 42. Distance depicted as a function of total time worn

Separately, the cumulative running duration values and cumulative total time worn
values follow a nearly identical linearity when compared to the average odor scores. The
similarity between the two is not seen as significantly different statistically. Total time worn
seemed most reasonable to use for comparison because odor was most likely being produced
in the shoes whether subjects were running or not. During initial testing of the wear trial, lab
members donned shoes similar in style to shoe B without socks. Members mostly walked
around in the shoes and did not run the distances that participants in the study ran, yet the shoes
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still smelled rather bad. With these reasons in mind, the total time worn was deemed the key
variable for comparison.
To further investigate odor over time worn, the average odor scores were compared
from each week in Error! Reference source not found.. A closer look shows that the odor
scores do begin to experience a mild plateauing effect in the A-type shoes, while the B-type
shoes continue a trend upward. The data suggests that subjects perceived less odor
accumulation in the later weeks of the wear trial in the A-type shoes, while they continued to
experience a rise in odor accumulation in the B-type shoes. Again, the ATreated and ACtrl show
no significant difference in odor perception by the population. The two shoe variations show a
similar response for odor over time, again suggesting the treatment was not effective in a realworld scenario.
The odor scores for shoe B, were considered to have a linear increase over time.
However, it should be noted that most likely the scores follow the same overall logarithmic
trend as the A-type shoes. The data shown below suggests that the B shoes would continue to
rise in odor score within an immediate range of more time spent in the shoes. If the wear trial
were longer, the B shoes would have possibly reached an equilibrium that would translate to a
plateauing effect in odor scores over time. The possibility exists that the B-type shoes would
eventually plateau in similar fashion to the A-type shoes; however, the time spent in the shoes
would need to be increased beyond the time of this wear trial. Overall, the A-type shoes reach
an odor equilibrium faster than the B-type shoes, suggesting they may only be capable of
producing and accumulating a certain level of perceived odor over time. The ability to reach
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this equilibrium faster means the shoes, theoretically, would not get beyond a certain odor
score for this population.
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Figure 43. Average Odor Scores over Time for Each Shoe

Although no significant differences were measured between the treated and control
prototype shoes, the seemingly logarithmic response of the two suggests that the perceived
odor is slightly diminishing faster than odor molecules can accumulate over time. Rather than
continue in a positive linear fashion, the perceived odor appears to begin plateauing at higher
amounts of time spent in the shoes. The decrease in perceived odor, if not caused by treatment,
may be the result of the A-type shoes having a different structure than the B-type shoes. One
major difference between Shoe A and Shoe B is their structures. Shoe A is much more
ventilated due to a proprietary open structure and comprised of much less material than Shoe
B. The overall structure of the shoes may be affecting the way they retain odor. If shoe B has
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considerably more material and padding, it most likely has more areas to pocket moisture and
more surface area for the growth of bacteria populations on the fibers. Following the argument
of odor-to-structure relationship, the structure of Shoe B appears to be less optimal for
decreasing odor accumulation over time than the structure of Shoe A.
Based on the previous findings, subjective data from the wear trial suggests that the
perception of increased malodor is related to the cumulative time spent in the shoes per cycle.
The ATreated shoe was not perceived to be any different than the ACtrl shoes, both physically and
statistically. The A-type shoes overall, however, did seem to do better in terms of malodor
perception than the B-type shoes. The A shoes gave indication that they may decrease odor
faster than it can accumulated over longer periods of time. Since the treatment was shown not
to be perceivably different, the difference in malodor perceived between A-type shoes and Btype shoes is believed to be related to the major difference between the two styles: the structure
of the shoe upper material.
5.3.3 Objective Findings
Utilizing an established air sampling method, the concentrations of captured odor
compounds were quantified by a proven GC-FID method. Note that the concentrations
determined by the combination of the two methods are in no way the actual concentrations
which subjects smelled in the odor panel for the shoes. The odor captured from air sampling is
only a relative proportion of the odor perceived by panelists. The GC-FID method only
quantifies what is presented by the air sampling. Therefore, the concentrations found in this
study were only used in a relative sense when compared to the odor experienced by the
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subjects. Assuming each shoe was sampled the same way; one can use the quantified results
as a proportion of the odor perceived by panelists justifiably. The objective results determined
from this method can then be related to odor scores, as discussed in following sections.
Following in suit with the subjective data, the average concentrations detected and
quantified by the air sampling and GC-FID methods were compared to the average total time
worn (Figure 43). The concentrations of the odor compounds followed a logarithmic slope, as
seen with the odor scores compared to time (Figure 44).
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Figure 44. Average Odor Scores over Time with Line of Best Fit

The similarity in results was expected because the presence of odor compounds
ultimately creates the odor perceived by a population. The concentrations for all three
compounds dropped in cycle 3, affecting the overall linearity of the logarithmic trend
associated to the odor scores (Figure 45). The reason is believed to be a mixture of a lack of
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time in the shoes due to participant illness during the specific week of the wear trial, and an
issue with air sampling. When the data was normalized to account for the drop in total time
worn, the concentrations associated with week 3 still did not adjust properly. The concentration
was sampled lower than it should have been in order to properly trend with the distances and
time worn, concluding the possibility that error occurred with sampling that week. Moving
forward, week 3 concentrations will be removed from illustrations to show a better linearity
and to diminish the negative effects of the drop in concentrations.
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Figure 45. Average concentrations of AA compared to total time worn throughout the
study. Week 3 concentrations returned a lower yield than expected

Concentrations of detected AA were higher than PA and IA as expected. The AA
concentrations were consistently higher in the A-type shoes than in the B-types. However, once
more the difference in AA between ATreated and ACtrl were minimal. The results continue to
support the notion that the difference in structure affects the odor generated and perceived, not
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the treatment. Although Shoe B was rated with higher perceived odor throughout the study, it
appears to have less AA present than ATreated and ACtrl (Figure 46). The difference between the
often high odor rating and low amount of AA present in Shoe B brings forth the possibilities
that the shoe simply samples differently than A, and that AA is not solely responsible for the
increase in perceived odor. Because good linearity is seen when comparing concentration
increases to time worn, one could potentially predict the expected amount of AA
concentrations at any given time for this particular population by using the linear equation
associated with each shoe. This ability to predict odor compound concentrations could prove
useful for the footwear industry and for future research.
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Figure 46. Average AA Concentrations Detected over Time per Shoe

The concentrations of PA and IA were considerably lower than those detected for AA.
The large difference was expected since it has been determined that very little PA or IA is
needed to affect the perception of foot malodor. As expected, ATreated and ACtrl act minimally
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different in regard to accumulation of PA and IA concentrations over time. Shoe B appears to
follow a separate trend for the presence of PA (Figure 47), but pursues the same response to
IA accumulation as the A-type shoes show (Figure 48). The cause for the negative trend of PA
in Shoe B is unknown at this time. However, the difference supports the hypothesis that the
shoes may sample differently and that each individual compound is not responsible for malodor
perception on its own. It is quite possible that the loss of PA over time in Shoe B is what
actually happened. A decently linear trend suggests it was not just sampling error that created
the difference in detected PA concentrations.
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Figure 47. Average PA Concentrations Detected over Time per Shoe
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Figure 48. Average IA Concentrations Detected over Time per Shoe

Although these extremely low levels of PA and IA were detected, the sensitivity of the
GC-FID method should be increased for future use. A better response towards PA and IA can
improve the detection of the two compounds and ultimately provide a better idea of what is
present in the extract solutions from the air sampling method. Because the results of the GCFID correspond to the air samples which were all performed the same way and provide the
same proportion of odor compounds present in the shoes, the quantified data is still acceptable
to use. Increased sensitivity by the instrument should theoretically enhance the way we see this
proportion.
Because PA and IA were detected at considerably lower levels than AA, the slightest
changes in PA or IA concentrations over time can have more drastic effects on the linearity of
the concentration versus time worn curve. If the values were equal to the levels found for AA,
they would likely have the same or similar linearity. Despite the difference in linearity,
particularly in the case of IA compared to AA and PA, one could still likely use the linear
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equations produced by the PA and IA concentration curves to predict expected amounts of
either compound at any time for this particular population.
All three compounds were effectively captured and quantified by the established
sampling and GC-FID methods. Concentrations of the three major compounds were compared
to total time worn to evaluate the increase in odor accumulation within each shoe variation.
The results support the notion that the ATreated and ACtrl are not much different in regards to
odor concentration. Their similarities for all three compounds support the idea that the shoes
should not have been perceived much different at any point during the wear trial.
The concentrations of all three compounds were consistently higher in the A-type shoes
than in the B-types. The difference does not appear to follow the expected pathway that the
shoe type with the larger amount of odor compounds would be perceived and scored as the
worst smelling. . It is possible that error occurred in the sampling process, but highly unlikely.
The difference may be more so caused by the possibility that the shoe types simply sample
differently and that the amount of odor, proportionally sampled and quantified, is perceived
and scored differently for a particular shoe variation. It has been shown that the structure of
the shoe has a great effect on the perception of the odor; it is possible that it may also have an
effect on how a shoe is sampled.
If the shoe structure is affecting the amount of odor compounds sampled per shoe type,
then the current method is only capable of assessing and comparing the effects of present odor
compounds amongst the same type of shoe structures. For example, the data comparing the
treated and untreated versions of Shoe A should ideally be fine to compare to assess the
efficacy of the treatment. However, directly comparing Shoe A (treated or not) to Shoe B to
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assess the difference in odor accumulation and perception is not ideal at the moment. In order
to fairly compare shoes of differing structures (Shoe A versus Shoe B), a sampling method
which is unaffected by the structure must first be created. The development of a small apparatus
which encompasses a small fan, power source, and mesh to hold the collection media has been
considered for future work. The small, single unit could potentially fit inside the shoe when
sampling. Theoretically, the sorbent material would be directly in the fan’s airflow pathway
within the shoe, making it less dependent on airflow reaching outside of the shoe’s structure.
The A-type shoes were considerably more ventilated and were made of much less
material than the B-type shoes. Particles in air sampling will follow air flow to their destination,
and air will always take the path of least resistance. Therefore, the shoe with less resistance
will have better airflow and ultimately a better chance for the odor compounds to reach the
sorbent bed and be collected for measurement. The extra ventilation may have allowed the
odor compounds present in the shoes to reach the open sorbent bed more easily than the less
ventilated shoe. If so, the data would show increased amounts for one shoe over the other.
If correct, one cannot accurately compare different types of shoes based solely on the
quantified results with the current method. In order to compare shoes which differ without the
constant reassembling of odor panels, one must correlate the subjective data of a targeted
population, substantial in size to the objective data provided by air sampling and the GC-FID.
However, if the current method is improved to be unaffected by shoe structure, it may be
possible to eventually make a comparison of varying shoe types with quantitative data.
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5.3.4 Correlation of Subjective and Objective Wear Trial Data
The odor score data was plotted as average scores of a population over time. The odor
concentration for each shoe was plotted the same way. Both represent relatable data provided
at the same points in time over the span of the study, and can be relatively correlated to one
another. Assuming the shoes were all tested the same way, which they were within a noted
deviation; one can obtain proportional quantities of odor which were perceived by panelists.
Once more, the air captured in the air sampling method is not the amount actually smelled by
subjects, but rather an amount proportional to it. If all shoes were sampled the same way, this
proportion should be equal throughout the tested shoes and can therefore accurately represent,
within reason, the odor perceived. Making sure the shoes are tested the same way each time is
extremely important for future testing with this methodology.
Having a quantity which associates with the score provided by panelists, one can plot the
average odor scores against the average detected concentrations for each compound within
each shoe type. Because the relationship between the average odor score, and average detected
concentrations, to time appear to follow logarithmic trends, the corresponding relationship
between average odor score and average detected concentration should be linear. The resulting
linear trend should represent the perception of each compound at a particular concentration, as
seen in Figure 49, Figure 50, and Figure 51.Acetic acid appears to be fitted best for a linear
trend (Figure 49). The slope of the linear equations suggests that a large increase in
concentration over time corresponds to a small increased in odor perceived. The shoes would
need to be tested longer to better assess what happens with AA over time, however, it is
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possible that AA would show a drawn out exponential increase in the long run. For now,
looking at the snapshot of the wear trial, AA appears to follow an upward linear fashion.
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Figure 49. Average Odor Scores Compared to Average AA Concentrations

Acetic acid appears to be fitted best for a linear trend (Figure 49). The slope of the
linear equations suggests that a large increase in concentration over time corresponds to a small
increased in odor perceived. The shoes would need to be tested longer to better assess what
happens with AA over time, however, it is possible that AA would show a drawn out
exponential increase in the long run. For now, looking at the snapshot of the wear trial, AA
appears to follow an upward linear fashion.
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Figure 50. Average Odor Scores Compared to PA Concentrations in the A-style Shoe
and B-style Shoe

Propionic acid and isovaleric acid show they best fit a trend of exponential increase
(Figure 50 and Figure 51). The slope of IA and PA in the exponential equations suggests small
increases in the concentrations of either compound will correspond to a large increase in odor
perceived. PA and IA have a much larger effect on the overall perception of foot odor,
compared to AA. The slope of the line of fit is capable of telling just how much of effect each
compound has on the perceived odor scores. Comparatively, the slope of AA is smaller than
PA and IA, showing that while AA has less of an effect, PA and IA can cause drastic
differences in perception with a minor increase. The data supports the notion that IA and PA,
particularly IA, have more say in how foot odor is to be perceived by someone. This isn’t to
say IA is solely responsible for foot odor, but more so that it has the most pull amongst the
three odor compounds tested.
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Ultimately, one could potentially create an empirical equation established from the
equations of each compound within a specific shoe to show a more accurate, encompassing
picture of how the three combine to cause changes in perceived odor.
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Figure 51. Average Odor Scores Compared to IA Concentrations

By comparing the average odor scores to the average odor concentrations, the
perception of an odor compound can be seen for a given concentration within a particular shoe,
specific to the tested population. With the exception of PA in the B shoes, the results more
readily correspond to what was originally observed by the subjective data. The B shoe is
perceived as worse than the A-type shoes at the determined concentrations.
The correlated data sets are affected by flaws in either the odor panel or air sampling
method, as expected, because the data set is built upon the two. Thus the reason why linearity
may lack some in the correlated data compared to the others. Despite the difference, one can
use the linear equations provide by the corresponding plots for each compound to predict the
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effect of said compound on the perception of odor at a given concentration. Combining the
three in a manner which provides a single conglomerate answer as to how their presence affect
each other and the overall perception of odor can be attempted in future works. For now, one
can look at the compounds on an individual basis to assess their effects.
One may argue that the slope of each compound, in regard to a specific shoe, represents
the effect that it has on the perception of odor. The sharper the compound’s slope is, the larger
the effect it has. For example, the slope of AA in shoe B is more drastic than either variation
of shoe A and it shows an increase in odor score, meaning AA had a worse effect on B than
ATreated and ACtrl.
Correlating the concentrations over a span of time to the odor scores over the same
span of time allows one to predict the average odor score given by a specific population for a
detected concentration, or vice-versa. The method will need to be considerably more
established and use a much larger population; however, the application of predicting odor
scores for populations simply by using the linear equation of determined odor concentrations
detected in a particular shoe appears to be plausible. Of course the data would only be directly
applicable to the odor panel population, but it could provide a general sense of whether or not
a shoe would smell to larger and different populations.
5.4 Conclusions
In conclusion, the wear trial provided an opportunity to assess human-worn shoes with
the established air sampling method and quantitative analysis. Both the sampling method and
quantitative analysis appear to have worked in a real world application, showing promise for
continued use in future works after minor improvements have been made.
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The wear trial odor, providing important subjective data, showed that there was no
significant perceivable difference between the treated and untreated versions of Shoe A,
however, Shoe A was perceived to be less odorous than Shoe B, particularly towards the end
of the study. Since no perceivable difference was seen between Atreated and Actrl, the treatment
does not appear to be the factor responsible for the difference in perceived odor between Shoe
A and Shoe B. The major difference between the two was the overall structure of the shoe,
particularly the upper material. If the treatment was not responsible for the difference in odor,
it’s possible that structure played a major role.
In regards to perceived odor over time, the odor scores appear to best fit a logarithmic
trend (for the time frame of this study). The logarithmic trend suggests that there is a plateauing
effect occurring, which may be caused by an odor equilibrium beginning to occur in the shoes.
The equilibrium is likely a result of the rate of odor dissipation coming closer to the rate of
odor accumulation. Essentially odor is leaving the shoe at a similar rate to which it is
accumulating. Shoe A appears to be reaching this plateau sooner than Shoe B, as the B-type
appears to continue rising in perceived odor. Although Shoe B looks to be able to fit a linear
trend (log and linear were fit to the data), it is indeed best fit for a logarithmic trend, suggesting
it may eventually reach a plateau as well, just at a higher average odor score. This is one reason
why a longer study should be conducted in future works.
The objective data followed in suit with the subjective data, showing a logarithmic
trend as well. The treated and untreated versions of Shoe A did not appear to be significantly
different. However, the data did not appear to come out as predicted because detected
concentrations were consistently lower in Shoe B, than Shoe A. This was unexpected as one
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may think that a higher odor score is likely the result of the presence of more odor compounds.
It was determined, however, that the lower concentrations were not the result of error but rather
a difference in shoe structure. The shoes sampled differently during the study because Shoe A
provided more airflow for the odor compounds to reach the collection media, thus increasing
the amount odor collected compared to Shoe B. The current method, because of the effect of
structure, can only accurately compare shoes of the same structure at the moment. However, if
improvements were to be made to make the sampling method unaffected by structure, one
could potentially use the quantitative results to determine whether or not a shoe would be
perceived more or less odorous. For now, with the current method, one must correlate the
average odor panel scores to the average detected concentrations to determine the effect of
odor compounds in the shoes on perceived odor scores.
Comparing odor scores to detected concentrations over time, it was determined that the
slopes of the lines of fit for each compound are capable of showing how much of an effect the
compound will have on perceived odor. Acetic acid had the least effect on perceived odor
because the large increases in its concentration corresponded to minor changes in the average
odor score. Isovaleric acid and propionic acid on the other hand, had the greatest effects
because the slightest increase in their concentrations led to a larger change in odor scores.
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Chapter 6. Conclusions and Future Work
In conclusion, much headway has been made in a very complex field. The concepts
involving the sense of smell and physiopsychology of odor perception are vast and still not
fully understood. For the application of this research, these concepts should be approached in
a general and relatable manner. Correlating odor concentrations detected in human-worn
footwear to the odor ratings of the same shoes appears to be possible. The correlation requires
precise air sampling, sensitive instrumentation, trust-worthy quantities of detected odor, and
odor scores from well-trained subjects.
6.1 Odor Panel
The odor panel conducted for isovaleric and propionic acids provided insight as to how
a small population would react to the two odor compounds. Through panel assessments, the
odor thresholds and odor intensity differentiation factors were determined for each chemical.
These assessments gave an idea as to how much of an effect changes in the compound
concentrations can have on odor perception. To have a better idea for how larger, more diverse
populations will react to these compounds, one should increase the size of the population. The
population used was small due to limitations in time and recruiting, however, a larger
population which encompasses the targeted consumer group for a product should really be
used for future works.
6.2 Air Sampling and GC-FID Methods
The air sampling method was found to be helpful for capturing key odor compounds in
foot odor. The method established was created specifically for acetic acid (AA), propionic acid
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(PA), and isovaleric acid (IA). It is possible that the method can be further tested, altered, and
applied to efficiently capture other odor compounds targeted for research (i.e. odors mainly
responsible for axillary odors).
During method development, the percent collected per compound was determined for all
three odorants at various sampling times using positive controls. A 20-hour time frame seemed
optimal for best collection. A return of over 90% of all three compounds was observed during
the extraction process of the silica gel, showing acetone would work well as a solvent. The
optimal extraction period appeared to be 15 minutes.
Although full collection and recovery of spiked samples was never experienced during
method development, it is not necessary to have 100% returns by either. The important factor
to consider when applying the air sampling data this entire methodology is that the standard
deviation of each compound at the decidedly optimal testing and extraction times was very
small at low-end concentrations. We can infer from this data that if the shoes are sampled the
exact same way each time, there will most likely be little difference in the fraction of odor
captured and extracted from each shoe. It is important to note that the concentrations
determined by the sampling and analytical methods are not the same concentrations as what a
human subject smelled during an odor panel. The resulting concentrations from this sampling
methodology are simply a relatable fraction of what is smelled from each shoe. As long as all
shoes are assessed the same way, these fractions should be proportionate to one another and
can therefore be related appropriately back to odor scores provided by subjects at a given time.
Improvements should still be made to the air sampling and GC-FID methods to provide
increased amounts of odor compounds and sensitivity for concentrations present. The air
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sampling method can be improved by creating a better sampling device than an open weigh
dish. One proposal for improvement is to create a single sampling unit housing a fan which
blows air directly into a mesh pocket containing the silica gel. This single unit can be turned
on and placed fully inside the shoe. Doing so will improve airflow carrying the odor
compounds to the silica gel and potentially reduce the effect of structure on the sampling
method. By capturing more odor compounds, one can possibly increase the amount of odor
compounds found for each shoe and provide the GC-FID with more analyte to detect. Higher
levels of analyte detection could make it easier to determine changes in odor concentrations.
Another proposal for improving the method is to decrease the solvent used for extraction
of the analyte. By cutting the solvent level in half, one lessens the dilution factor of the extract
solution ran by the GC-FID and can therefore increase response for how much is detected. Full
returns for captured and detected odor concentrations could make it easier to quantify results.
6.3 Wear Trial
The wear trial was considered a success despite some setbacks throughout the process. The
air sampling and GC-FID methods were used in conjunction with established odor panel
techniques to assess human-worn footwear both subjectively and objectively. The data from
the two assessment styles were then correlated to provide line of best fit equations which, in
theory, could be used to predict expected average odor scores for a specific population based
on detected concentrations.
The original idea was to establish a link between the changes in perception to the changes
in sampled odor concentrations. By comparing the average odor scores from a single point in
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time to the concentrations detected at the same point in time, the data sets seemed relatable,
therefore accomplishing the original plan for correlation.
The subjective data provided the odor perceived by a human population on average for two
shoe structures, one of which included a variation that was treated with an antimicrobial finish.
The objective data provided the proportionate concentrations of the odor compounds which
were present in the shoes during the time of the odor panel. The subjective data needs to be
used in conjunction with the objective data because it gives the much needed perspective of
end users. This same perspective cannot be observed by quantitative data alone.
The odor panel portion of the wear trial had shown that there was no perceivable difference
between the treated and control versions of the prototype shoe, however the prototype as whole
was perceivably less odorous than the commercially available shoe throughout the wear trial.
Further investigation resulted in seeing a plateauing effect on observed odor in the prototype,
but a continued increase in the commercially available shoe (within the timeframe of the
study). The plateauing may have been the result of odor equilibrium within the shoes. The
equilibrium was possibly the result of odor compounds leaving the shoes at the same rate that
they were created and accumulated. The data suggests that the treatment may not have a
significant effect on perceived odor, but the difference in structure of the shoes did.
The objective data results generally followed the same trend over time as odor scores did.
The similarity between the two makes sense because theoretically the presence of more odor
compounds present should correspond to increased odor which is perceived. Further
investigation had shown that concentrations sampled for Shoe B were actually lower than Shoe
A throughout the study. The data suggests that the shoes simply sample differently and one
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cannot solely use detected concentrations of the odors to predict odor perception with the
current method. Shoe B sampled less odor compounds theoretically because of the structure
once again. Shoe B had more material and considerably less ventilation than Shoe A, thus
making it more difficult for airflow carrying odor compounds to reach the silica gel. The
method proves to be fine for comparing the same shoe structure against one another (helpful
when testing a treatment or finish), however, at the moment it may not accurately compare
differing shoe structures. One should keep in mind that differing shoe structure may sample
differently until the method is improved to be unaffected by the build of the product.
The subjective data and objective data were then plotted against one another for
comparison to provide correlating data. The results from comparing the average group odor
score, at a given point in time, to the average detected concentration, at that same point in time,
show the overall effect that each odor compound concentration has on the perception of odor
scores. The comparison provides a line of best fit equation which can potentially allow for the
prediction of an average odor score of a population based on the concentration of a specific
compound in a particular shoe.
The ability to predict average group odor scores with odor concentration data can move
research in the field towards decreasing the constant reassembly of odor panels. After initial
testing is conducted for a particular shoe, one can predict the average human response with the
line of best fit equation provided by the relationship between detected concentrations and
original odor panel scores. The possibility exists, as well, that the values can be used in relation
to a list of independent variables such as the distance ran in the shoes or even the amount of
time one only ran or only walked in the shoes. From there, one can potentially determine the
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odor-based lifetime of a shoe. If an odor score is determined to be the point by which most of
the tested population sees that the shoe is worth throwing out, one can predict at which point
the shoe will reach that odor score based on the rise of the concentration of odors over time or
distance.
The initial testing needed to reach these conclusions must be on a very large scale with a
much grander population than the one used for this study. The amount of time by which the
shoes are observed should also be dramatically increased to reach a sufficient amount of data
points necessary for an accurate representation of what is actually happening. Had the time and
resources been available to do so in this study, the data may have been able to show at which
point the shoes would reach an odor equilibrium (if they were ever going to).
After this round of testing, it was also determined that the test population should be more
well trained for the odor panel aspect of the methodology and that more defined, predetermined
odor scores should be used in that training process. The odor scores are based on the perception
of individuals. With lack of basis for how something should be scored, their answers may vary
week to week. Although subjects were trained on previously worn shoes with somewhat
predetermined odor scores attached to them, the process could stand to be improved for more
consistent scoring by the population. Subjects could have been provided with better
predetermined odor descriptors as well. When asked to describe the odors they smelled in the
shoes, subjects were not directed to use specific words (i.e. vinegar-like, cheesy, and sweaty),
although some were suggested for use. The lack of direction led to a large variation in
descriptions for the same shoe, making it difficult to see if subjects were detecting higher
amounts of one of the three tested compounds.
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6.4 Future Works
Once improved with the suggestions previously mentioned, the overall method could be
utilized for other areas in the textile field, and possibly beyond. The next area of assessment
could be apparel testing. One would need to reconfigure the methods to target the appropriate
odor compounds responsible for axillary odor, but the rest could be conducted in the same
manner to affiliate odor scores with the sampled concentrations.
The potential for conducting sampling with a miniature chemical agent monitoring device
(Mini-CAM) is possible as well. Once the method was established for targeted compounds,
one could potentially improve the speed of the air sampling process. The Mini-CAM is capable
of providing real-time results for the concentrations present in the sampled product at any given
time. The real-time feature may provide the ability to see at which rate the odor compounds
dissipate from the shoes, giving an idea as to how much odor is lost with lack of replenishment
over time.
Another route to consider for future works is the use of sweating manikins in conjunction
with the air sampling and GC-FID methods. One could incubate a shoe, sock, or piece of
apparel with odor-causing bacteria during a one-time human-based wear of the product. As
long as the bacteria were kept in optimal conditions for odor production, which should be more
easily controlled with a manikin in an environmentally-controlled chamber, one could
potentially produce weeks’ worth of data for a wear trial population in a shorter period of time.
Once odor scores were established by a significantly large population, the concentrations found
from sampling the product on the manikin could be correlated to the scores, providing the line
of best fit equation needed for future predictions.
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Future testing of products should also consider the effect of size and materials used by
results from this correlation method. The wear trial involved mainly the use of a size 9 shoe.
Seeing as how structure appears to play a significant role, it is reasonable to think that size of
a product is just as important in the overall scope of perceived odor. Granted this is one more
variable to worry about during testing, but it may be feasible to accomplish with the established
methods above.
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Appendix A. Odor Panel Assessment Sheet for Isovaleric Acid

Odor Panel
Step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Warm Up
Conc. (ug/mL)
A
0.0043
0.00875
0.0175
0.035
0.07
0.14
0.28
0.52
1.125
2.25
4.5
9
18
36
Key:
Incorrect:

-

B

C

Correct Guess:

Subject:
Step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

XG

Conc. (ug/mL)
0.0043
0.00875
0.0175
0.035
0.07
0.14
0.28
0.52
1.125
2.25
4.5
9
18
36
-

Date:
1

2

Correct Detect:

Compound: IA

Round
3

4

5

6

7

XD
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Appendix B. Odor Panel Assessment Sheet for Propionic Acid

Odor Panel
Step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Warm Up
Conc. (ug/mL)
A
0.00375
0.0075
0.015
0.03
0.06
0.12
0.24
0.48
0.975
1.95
3.9
7.81
15.625
31.25
62.5
125
250
500
1000

Key:
Incorrect:

-

B

Subject:
C

Correct Guess:

Step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

XG

Conc. (ug/mL)
0.00375
0.0075
0.015
0.03
0.06
0.12
0.24
0.48
0.975
1.95
3.9
7.81
15.625
31.25
62.5
125
250
500
1000

Date:
1

2

Correct Detect:

Compound:
Round
3

4

5

PA

6

7

XD
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Appendix C. Wear Trial Odor Panel Score Sheet

Odor Panel Questionnaire

Subject #

Keeping in mind that 1 is equivalent to no odor and 5 is equivalent to very strong odor, please
designate an odor intensity value to each of the following samples. If possible, describe the
dominant odor you perceive when sniffing the shoes (e.g. new shoe smell, sweaty, vinegary,
etc.)
Sample #

1

2

3

4

5

Odor Description

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
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15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
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